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aABSTRACT ....
A number ©f alkali halides and similar structures ha*?© been jfo*<A(e& 
wWvcVv
fstaid^ fce- show x-ray liaa broadening characteristics similar t© those . 
which.have been reported for metals* Broadening was mainly obtained 
fey ball milling and adulid fee reduced to a minimum instrumental offset . 
fey annealing* the broadening increased with the order of the reflection 
but it showed a deviation fro® a smooth curve which was characteristic 
of the substance and was related to the elastic constants*
Analysis of the cause of broadening showed it usually to fee dm© , 
to strain alone9 but in the ease of lithium fluoride, particle sis© as 
well m  strain contributed appreciably to the broadening* Mean values . 
of strain along the principle crysiallographio axes were determined, 
and from computed values of Xcong1* modulus a corresponding mean stress 
function was obtained. The degree of induced strain was found to fee 
inversely related to the unit cell sis© and the melting point. Strain 
was @1so found to affect the radiation colouring.
Lithium, fluoride also showed a change in parameter when annealed, 
mid this change remained constant when the annealing temperature exceeded 
300%. Calcium fluoride, which like lithium fluoride, showed consider- 
able particle sise broadening ©a received from th@ manufacturer, also : 
showed a parameter change with annealing' taaperature, with a similar 
discontinuity just below 3QQ%«': It is suggested that the strain 
release up' to 300% in the' two substances Is 'associated with a segregation 
of impurities, 'whilst- above' 300% the strain results freta a relaxation , 
of lattice distortion.
Two .methods of profile analysis ar© in common us® and the 
relative merits of these are'dlseuaaed* ;
By ©old working annealed calcium flmeri&a It was found possible 
to produce a specimen showing profile integral breadths equal to the 
original material, but which analysis showed to be caused almost 
entirely by strain.
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6introduction.
: ; During ilia last twenty years very eonslderable research effort 
has bsen'dlreeted'ta th® Investigation of th® hroadoaiag wMoh is " ‘ 
produced In'tlie *-r&y diffraction profiles of metals whem they sr® ©old 
worked* Theories have been developed to ©splain the observed results ■ 
and'to Interpret the causa of hroadaning in'.terms of knomi physical' 
'properties* Interpretation has been: directed along two mala 'lines, 
each concentrating on a different' aspect of the broadened profile* - 
On tlia om hand, Urnrm and''Averbach''hare-analysed the change la profile 
shape m  defined by-V Fourier series,' whilst others, i&el-uding Williamson 
m d Hall, -havo" used theincrease la integral breadth as their basis for 
interpretation, : Details of these methods are given in Appendices A 
and. B* Both of 'these methods' of interpretation have assumed that the 
broadening produced by cold "work; is the result of small particle else 
and lattice stein,' and the two theories' attempt to separate these two 
effects and to give a measure of' the''magnitude of each, * Befineaaents 
•to the Fourier' analysis method by fathers©** showed that stacking'faults 
eeuld else" be a cause of broadening* and ha developed a method for the 
measurement' of staging fault probabilitj*: More recently* Vagner has 
shown that the Fourier analysis' method. 'Can else be used to detect screw 
dislocationa*v:"'■ / -* ' J
- Working om these lines," the effects of cold'work "on most face ■ 
centred cubic metals and some alloys have bom, studied, together with 
the'effects'©f aimealJug at' temperatures sufficiently high to eliminate:'" 
the broadening produced by the cold work* the effect of working at
7. low- temperatures’ lias also b@@a to-astigated ia th© ease of certain
: metals and alleys* • ' ; ; .■ b >
■’■v. ■. 5 It seems surprising in these elreumstaiiees that the study of 
.line broadening ©f non-metals should hair# been, almost'completely
the fact is that during recent; years only- two published 
: account haw appeared- and both; of thee©: haw dealt with; the plastic..'-., 
deformation ©f .limestone mid metamorphosed limestone or marble* 
r'\'v>- fhis neglect-©f the physical properties of aoiwaetals In the 
- poly^ ystallia© stat® - suggested -s&.: obvious-' avenue- for research and om \ 
whieh-.is paHieularly; apt at the present time whan the search'for 
materials 'with special' characteristic is resulting in the greater us© 
of mere diversified materials in fields which- km® become traditionally 
restrict^:to-'metals*.p ;- uV; :. - .■
■ ■ fha choice; of. alkali-h&lMes m  the' starting point for this work 
was based on practical cans iderations» The fact that these compounds
wore known- to deform plastically in single, crystal. form under certain 
eiroumstezices gave, reasonable hope that deformation could,bo induced 
. ia polyerystaHino specimens*. : Moreover if sach deformation was-found , 
to cause measurable change ia as-ray profiles, it.was.-felt that' Since 
the majority of alkall-halldes km ® f.e«0«. structure, the methods of 
. analysis of-the profiles'ia terms 'of strata' end particle gi^ a which' 
haw 'been, developed for f, e*e* metals might also be equally applicable 
to alkali-kalM@s*V -: -''v - ; b- ; ■ .-.ah,,.
fkm application of line broadening theory to specific luweetigar ' 
c<mcentyated. An .th© field of metals... ? . After va» Arkel• ;. . 
(1925) reported that ©old work produced a broadening of .x-rsy diffraction 
Aiaes*, several factual' reports■appeared-ea broadening ' as;observed Aa
metals,Soterrsr £n If 20 pxodxt& d .m . easpressAea relating small.. ■ 
particlesize to broadenisg* but.la the. ease of metals It was found : 
that the Soherrer formula only a.e counted for a small fraction of the 
observed-broadening sad it was therefore, deduced that strata was the 
dominant broadening factor*.. , ■ Xt ms soon appreciated that the elimizK , 
at ion -of. extraneous causes of .broadening « later temed ,l*iastnBieataX1? ~ 
was an important prime step 1n m y effort - to study th e effect of m y '■. 
results of eold work*. fospit® vsrious efforts to arrive at a. 
t&eoretical value, for th© instruasmtsl broadening t the. .use of some 
form of standard became the accepted fora of correction,,,; : .Originally 
this took the form of a * standard1 metal mixed with the specimen being 
stedted, For example* Jones in If3$ studied'the broadening of the 
x-ray- lines of colloidal gold to calculate the particle sis© using the 
Sclierrer .formula# .and for . the instrumental broadening Im used aanoaled 
molyMenwa,;. fhe seme year' Brindley sad. Bidley, published. ea m & m m t •. 
of line broadening produced by'filed rhodium which they compared with 
chemically prepared specimens of rhodium powder, as. a moans of eliminating 
s instrumental broadening, , - Xt w&a n o t until, later .that it became ,;. 
.customary to use an annealed specimen of ..the. same metal as that under 
study for-'the'instrumental correction* :
9, Th© separation of; the instrumental' broadening from' th© broadened • 
profile was solved analytically by Stokes (1943) using a Fourier series 
to. m zpm m :ih©' observed profiles end' eliminating' the' profile of an p:•='• 
annealed: specimen from the broadened profile by a process of ^ unfolding41* 
flie end. product being a Fourier aeries representing a- theoretical 
profile resulting from ill© additional broadening due to particle sisse,. ; 
strain,stacking; fault a .or twinning. ; la 1948 '• also, Eaehiager published 
his graphical method for resolving the component" f r m i the recorded 
^1^2 doublet. this provides a rapid mechanical solution to this 
problem and gives: a particularly reliable interpretation' of the low 
angle side of the peak but which'is less'reliable' on the Mgh angle 
side.; ishus - Jiaehinger** correction can’ be applied with' 'advantage prior 
to • applying the Stoke *a • correction when the interest is: in m  
essentially symmetrical cold work broadening' since -'this 'then restricts 
the Stoke* s correction to a consideration' of cosine coefficients only*. 
However*- when th© interest is in a' email‘ peak' shift,' or to" a small 
peak asymmetry, it is safer to apply the'Stoke1 & correction first.'
. f he following year appeared the first of a series : of papers by 
Warrea ■ a M ' Averbach on the 14Interpretation of x-ray patterns of cold 
: worked Metals1: which mad© use of the shray prof He shapes to interpret 
' the causes'- of -broadening. ■ Averbach and': 'Warren,' together.' with other 
collabomtors,' developed:the method of profile shape analysis by means.
.of: Fourier ..series during subsequent ’ years,' in the course of studying . 
the broadening of various metals, Including brass,' single crystals of 
Cu «£$ Si, sireonium, elmiaium and tungsten, A compilation by'Warren '.'
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Of their .theoretical papers appeared in 1959 la th© eighth Issue of .
p r o g r e s s  ' i n  M s ia l  p h y s ic # ;  ■ '
■ /■ ' Followiag the early papers of Warren :md Averbach ah important
ccmtributicm/appeared by Paterson in 1952 shoeing the importance of 
stacking faults is; the interpretation' of the pattern# of cold Worked 
metals,/this'paper'it was shown that for a f.c.e. metal,’ 'deformation 
faults should produce a symetrieal broadening and peak shifts, whilst 
twin or growth faults should produce m  asyametrial broadening.: ■ Shis 
paper predicted: of foots • which could be esperimentally measured and •" 
tested, and lienee opened up a now chapter in the interpretation of 
cold worked patterns. :
in alternative method of profile interpretation to''that of ! 
Warren and Averbach was developed by Williamson and Hall, and its ' 
application'to the specific cases of aluninium and tungsten appeared 
in 1953* . At the same tha# they emphasised the difficulties of the . 
Warren method, which was shown to be heavily dependant on the measure­
ment of the tails of the profiles where minimum' accuracy iir obtained*
The Hilliamson and Hall approach relies 'first-oh the assumption of a 
defined line shape to each' profile,' which permits'the; separation of ; 
the components of broadening due"to email particle size and to strain. :-
fhey then’ make use of the Scherer formula for particle sis®,' end"&v" • 
relationship derived by Stokes" and Milscn -in-1944 between "broadening"/;"■'■ 
and strain, to' show- the • variation of broadeaing with 2 9, assuming • 
that- the .'increase in line breadth' is the result "of particle' eiz®: end^l-->.
strain*
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gince th# two methods of interpretation became established* - 
most- published work ©a Ha# broadening has related to the study of 
specific'©©tala- sad their behaviour after ©old work fey filing* using ' - 
one or other method as a means of interpretation* Minor refinements : 
have appesred particularly in th# treatment of corrections to the .- 
profiles/but 'in essence'the- two methods have remained pretty well as 
they wore-originally developed#-
Provided automatic step seaming with digital printer end 
computer are available* the analysis of profile shape fey Fourier series 
provides a method of analysis involving minimum supervision and perhaps 
f o r this reason it lias been used fey most of the workers mentioned in 
the foregoing* However* where automation is not available* the 
Williamson: end Hall method enables maximum use to fee made of available 
data whilst keeping, computation within reasonable limits. ;
'- ' Metals which" have been studied in this way include copper* 
brass* silver and aluminium at low temperatures fey Wagner* cobalt - 
nickel alloys fey Christian and Spre&dborotigh* nickel fey Miehell and 
lovegrove* lead and lead alloys fey Bolling* Kassalski and Matlargue* 
'molybdenum fey Paspujols -and Warren* and later fey Agnihotri* silver fey 
Schoening'and van Midcaxic* copper fey Agaihotri and Ultra* cobalt fey.,. 
Rama Mm, •; Asaatharaiaaa and'"Balder*"- wrwdm- fey Shanaa* Baradwaj and ■ 
fangri* and Biremim fey Mogard and'lvsrfeach*,
'The more recent studies of metals have concentrated on high , \ 
purity specimens since it has been shown that the amount of strain, ' 
induced im a filed specimen is directly related to the'impurities
12
present*- (be©- IliXlismson' and 'Ball# 1953)* ;-
Bom w o rke rs , e*g#' AgaihQtri and Mltra. (19^ 3) » have used crystal
moaociiroraatlsed' radiation as an: additional refinement* but whilst this -
may enhance' the quality of a particular' profile* the use of mono-
ebromatised radiation restricts the number' of useful- profiles which .
;caa be recorded to three or four per spedmm owing to "reduction of
intensity# It is therefore doubtful if the'profile improvement i t  <
sufficient compensation for the lots of m. appreciable amount of the 1
data which can be .obtained’1 using normal' filtered radiation*:
c w d ^ c o J . fc>n©r ra \9S3 weve.
;. studios - of line broadening.-in- non-metals -tooedsssn
' concerned with polycrystalline- caloite or limes tone-.- and its -metamorphic
derivative* - marble* . Xt is Mown that marble deforms plastically
under uniaxial load if it is confined by -hydrostatic 'pressure in excess '
©£ I0OD atmospheres* whilst under the same:load at 1 atmosphere pressure
It fractures* Koseathal mid -Kaufman (1952)' observed the increase- in
diffraction'line breadth when a solid block of marble is deformed and
compared this with .the line breadth-of an undeformed specimen*^  - Both -
specimens were then ©rushed in :a mortar 'until the' "grain ©is© was less - - "
than 1 micron and it was found; that- the line breadth1-of the virgin
specimen;; increased whilst that ©f the deformed 'specimen decreased until'
they.were both' within 10$ ©f .the same value* ., -fhis -suggested'that the-
excess profile broadening of deformed marble was the result of micro-* ■
stresses which were released- when th© particle sim  is reduced below .
a critical value*-:: : In 1959 Paterson published a more detailed -analysis
of the line broadening observed in deformed limestone making use of. th©
IS
more sophisticated analytical methods based on line shop® which had 
been developed sines Rosenthal and Kaufman1s work. : Howler ho lacked : : 
multiple orders of ref lections-and was■obliged to-use plots of the ■ - ■
Fourier coefficients of individual profiles to determine the- amount of - 
broadening due to particle else. ' This he found to be- unsatisfactory 
and he ©plained the ambiguity of his data'to his inability to 
satisfactorily delineate the-*talian of Ms reflections on which the 
low order Fourier coefficients depend* He therefor® resorted to the 
earlier test for particle sis© and internal strain 'broadening which : 
depend on the integral breadths of th© x-ray lines. p-
'■ ' Changes of lattice parameter due to internal gtrainjis a ©c®«* 
paraiively' recent discovery. Phillips, in a not© in'136l, drew
attention to varied values of parameters which, he obtained from differing 
batches of lithium fluoride of equal purity as received from suppliers, 
this inconsistency ha ascribed to the varied heat treatment of th© 
samples during manufacture. ■ To substantiate his theory h© measured 
the parameter after first heating to 300°C and then cooling to various 
lower temperatures at which the parameter was- measured.' Ha found that 
rapid cooling to iaaperaturas below J00°0 results in a higher value of 
lattice-parameter than is the case when th© specimens are coded- slowly. 
Ha ascribes this- effect' to agglomeration or precipitation of impurities 
by the slowly cooled' epecimea in th© temperature rang© l50°^ 250°0#'^ '-i, , 
which permits a faster rat© of .decrease of yield stress than in-the h';: 
m m  of the specimen cooled rapidly. In both specimens, however, there .
is a pronounced discontinuity at 300°G in th© temperature vs* lattice
-I \
parameter relationship* Variations in lattice parameter with 
deformation have .also been noted in seme alloys and Otto and Welch 
have recently shown a relationship between amount of deformation ; 
and the parameter change* .:
■ is
Diffractometer Operation
Tim diffractometer .equipment used comprised a Philips FW XQI0 
stabilised, ss-ray generator with a FW 1050 goniometer and proportional 
counter..connected to a F¥ 1051 sealer and. recording panel* ; -
HIcXcel-filtered copper radiation was used with the filter 
located between'the specimen and the counter* except during the stud/ /,■ 
of ft peaks of calcium fluoride when unfiltered radiation was used*
X-ray tube voltage was 3& K t and current 20 msw . . -
Flat rectangular stationary specimen holders were used* since 
particle a Isas were never so. large as to make the use of a rotating
specimen .holder advantageous*'.. . -;.
•.. Xa order to ensure that for any Talus of 2 § a minimum of 5QS$
of the specimen' surface area was being irradiated* three slit systems 
were used in turn to irradiate the specimens.
4® slits were used from 2 9 ®  153°. to B 0°, 2 ° slits f r m  2 9 ss So0 to 4,0° 
and 1° slits from 2 9 ® 4-0° to .20°*
Profiles were recorded automatically using a raiemeter with a 
time constant of 1 second and though this resulted in some scatter* 
particularly la the case of high-angle profiles* it was felt that the 
uss of a longer' tine constant might obscure any evidence of assysametry 
in the profiles which could possibly be due'to crystal twinning*
During the course of the work* an attachment was acquired to 
monochromatiz© the diffracted beam from the specimen* using a 
pe&tamrytbritol crystal* Jhis v m  mounted ©a the diffraetcmeter m  
between the specimen and the proportional counter*. Whilst there is
every reason' to believe: that an interesting and extensive study ecmld 
have been made using monoehromatiged radiation* the intensity loss was 
such that only the first two or three lower-order rejections could 
have been' studied* this meant that a different- method of profile 
' analysis would have had t6: he adopted to that which was: employed where .
the'eoaplet© 2 S rang© of profiles was available, Moreover* operations 
: would have been' slowed down' considerably by the ©or©: complicated 
' operational: procedureusing monocbromatised radiation* and a much more 
restricted survey would have had to he considered in consequence,
. , la these circumstances • it was not: felt that work with 
moaoGhrcmatised radiation could be'ineluded'i& th® present survey hut
r~
would he better received for specific problems of ©ore 'limited scop©.
Hst of M&ttriala Studied
flit t®Xlmin$ m&tml&lm m m  studied t*
fXt2ori.it 
X£.fchltttt fluoxido. .
........ Potassium broa&do ■. .,
Potassium ehlorido , 
PotiisaiyiS fXuoriit 
Soiitim brossttf*..:.
Sodium ch lo ride .,
. loiium fluorld* .
: Sodium. chloride' and potass lam bromide were the materials chosen 
for initial study, since these happened to be'aTailabie ia'large siagl# . 
crystal fora m  well as polycrysialllne powder*' Hie preparation of 
curved plates of sodium chloride for monochromators is ■ accomplished , 
by. binding''them w h i ls t 'they are immersed in water, .whilst the usual' :. 
procedure for working metals for x-ray diffraction study is by filing*
A combination of these two processes, filing large single crystals ia 
a saturated solution, was first attempted to produce broadened profiles* 
Whilst'this .-method was m t unsuccessful, it soon became apparent that 
greater line broadening could be produced by crushing dry in an agate ■ 
mortar* - It; was also confirmed that the broadening produced in: this 
way was not. due merely to a decrease in particle eiee but also to : ■
induced strain, ;. ;;; ■ ■' ■
' Again with the' ea^ erienea from metal filings in mind, the crushed 
specimens of sodium' chloride and potassium bromide were heated in a 
bunsen florae and it was' found that they were' annealed - to produce "•
' specimens''giving x-ray profiles with minimum broadening* ■'
.Yd h\v .Qsf the basis of -these initial studies • an electrically operated 
agato ball mill produced by Agate and General Stonecutters ltd* was 
' .acquired for'.crushing, and an electric furnace with thermocouple .
■ temperature' measurement' and ?ariac: control 'was obtained' for' more ;
; refined cumealihg*'; :bh\ : ■ ;,;
'^■//■/•V'.la'wcirkihg'ths'' specimens in' the ball mill the' aim was to continue 
'milling until the maximum broadening was obtained*It was found that
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it tias; not sufficient m e re ly to continue milling for a long time to 
.produce.; the desired.result.: ■ -In the first'place# after-the material;.; 
had -been crashed below -a certain particle sis© it tended to -baccate "i-e.hv 
compacted on Hie bottom of-the mill and also'.a certain amount .'of powder, 
adhered-to. the sides of th© mill, both of ‘-which factors decreased, th© 
effectiteness of prolonged milling* ; A  third effect became. -apparent 
after .milling' continuously for a half hour or more ■ and. this was the. ; 
heating of the reciprocating mill arm* -and; in turn-the 'agate .container# 
:which tended to produce simultaneous annealing before the milling was >
' caapleted.-;:’- p e - v ■•■; ■'■■ ; r. ,i ;
/ Th& most -effective-milling procedure was. thus found to consist 
of crushing for i  hour periods with breslcs of 5 minutes between-’'each 
during which the sides of th© agate container were scraped and any 
compacted powder in th© bottom of the container was broken up. This 
gave sufficient; time for tli© machine tss 'cool-down before m i l l i n g  n  n ; 
;' r e c c e a a e n c e d » - id - " - - - -
- -;.- the furnace used was 'of the - wire wound cylindrical tub© t$p@#
• sealed .with a refractory plug at on© end. '-‘ Since at th© temperatures 
required to produce ©mealing no' apparent oxidation or decomposition 
: was knomi# : or-se©n to occur# - specimens' Here'heated- :ia ‘ ah -open..-platinum - 
crucible.;' . fh© thermocoupla-was- placed inside th© erueible. during - 
’ annealing for temperature measurement.; 1 ■: normally* after1" annealing th©
' specimen was ‘allowed'to' cool rapidly in air to room temperature# though 
in soma instances# where mentioned in to text# the specimen was allowed 
to cool slowly by leading it inside the furnace after switching off the .
19
:■ v:.:' i ^
fixe diffractometer- specimen holders were modified by closibg 
■the rear : .aperture with a metal' plate so :thab the specimen hol&ercould 
■be filled with th© powder under study end a smooth incident'surface 
prepared; by packing with a microscope' slide*': Xa the'. ease of hygro­
scopic.:' -substances 'the incident; face ©f the’ specimen was sealed with' 
sellotap®. ■: Inis resulted in negligible loss of intensity but it was 
rot'altogether satisfactory since the seUotape tended to warp' away . 
from the specimen. surface' thereby presenting ,a semi-transparent'layer 
of, material very slightly above the solid surface. k% high angles 
©f 2 S . the effect of this was negligible but at lower angles It had 
the. of feet of broadening the profile * or even producing a double peak 
in- some eases,',;
; . hxperiuisats were also tried with forming specimens from small' 
quantities ©f powder, Tim necessity for this expediency arose during 
the. examination of a group1 of metal powders, ‘ fhe flat specimen holder 
of the diffractometer holds 0.3 m l so1 that normally'm ' amount of 0. S’ 
ml is required to form a, well compacted specimen. ''However, it was' ' 
found that a satisfactory specimen could' be made from a:mall'sample- 
of; a heavy. metal such as tungsten by simply' rubbing ' a small: quantity ■/V■ 
of the powder on to-the adhesive surface of' sellotape and then attaching
the - sellotape, to : a plan© holder. '■ However,’" in the case bf a light '
■ v \
metal, such as -aluminium# tills resulted in very low intensity and it V ' \ 
was found that a more satisfactory specimen could be prepared by , > > 
©crap acting a.thin layer, of powder-onto the ground surface of a ground
glass plate which was substituted fox* tlx© metal specimen holder.
The thickness of '; the'powder layer above the 'surface of'the glass plate, 
would''result in a shift in the 2 9 : position of the profile peaks at
d  <Mrv<xW'5^ u>4Jf a
low angles but aine©?jOnly tne integral breadths of 'th© peaks was-under 
investigation a small error in 2 ® was of mo consequence* ‘
: Is might b© espectedpithe aimesliag temperature required to-:.-.-; 
p r o d u c e  ■ maximum .■ l i n e  resolution v e 8  .cXossX^ . related to th® melting. ■ > 
“point* higher the.melting point the-higher th® *um©atlag.; >
■temperature;- required. ■ ;.■ :•;■■ --v-n,.-; :■■
’ -particularly in the 'm m  of the substances with the lower : 
moltiag points it was found that the asaneajling temperature could he 
reduced if the duration of the amiaal was increased, Potassium 
bromide gnd podium "bromide were found to aimed! slowly at room temper** 
ature and the reduction of broadening with thae was investigated m d  
the results are shown in fig* 1th.: Xh© rapid auneailug of potassium 
bromide is particularly noteworthy and must ba borne in mind during 
profile measurements of worked specimens* -.
fhe rat® of annealing at room temperature' of these two bromide 
compounds was .increased by the presence of a moist atmosphere*. Since 
facilities "were not available for studying the effect of moisture , 
quantitatively* this variable was eiim_iuated by storing Specimens in 
a'desslcator except during‘profile recording, : 1
/ theory: of. the analysis ; of. peak shape ■ to. estimate -the mem . 
gqitare strain; and mean particle size of. a .■eribstanc®; has been developed : 
in a -series of papers by Warren and Avertach* - .• A compilation of those 
papers ag^ears'ia Warren fs article n2~ray studies of deformed metals5*
An ^ Progress‘la Metal .physics* S. ■ Appendix A is a condensed 
version of the relevant - theory from barren*s article,,
: <:? she first step- in the: lamination, of -peak Shape is to obtain a 
JToorier series which egresses the change In profile shape which is 
to he studied* Iters the change is the result of cold work on an
2>'i«a cl|reO Co[d
annealed specimen*. the® tv® profiles^ are first expressed aa .fourier
series and the-two effects.then separated by the well fciowa .method of 
Stokes* ilia coefficients for- three typical reflections are 'shown in 
figs. 1, 2 .and 3. .in th©. present study, the result of ball-milling 
sodium chloride was the subject of examination and after the separation 
of the peak from the K^ x0^  doublet by. the method of Radiinger, it 
was evident -.that the profiles -w^ r© symmetrical and therefore only the 
■ cosine- terms: of th© Fourier series were considered. .
The next step is to take th© logarithms of; the coefficients v
. . . .  o
obtained after .th® Stokes separation and to-plot .them against b0 •:
(w h?+k^ +l^ ) for all sets of multiple orders* . Extrapolation to 
fc0 * 0 gives the coefficients of a Fourier series representing an 
energy distribution. resulting' from th© distortion of the annealed 
profiles due -only .to small particle sis®. ' The graph® eosrrospmding 
to multiple orders (111), (222), (444) era shown in fig. 4, fcr -
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multiple orders (200), (400) ,-3ja. fig* J, and for (220), (440) la, fig. 6*. .. 
pi# slopes of . these graphs give the mean square average strain' eom** " 
ponents K ^  £ ) -from -the -relationslpp la Ag(h0)' * la' /
(see equation (14): Appendix A)* ;' It is at once apparent '-that the 
pattern of points' where only two- orders '•ere available, gives one reason 
to adopt, an extremely cautions' view of the estrapolatioa' to V  * o.
The s lopes also are erratic and of obvious d o u b tfu l reliability* , , Quo 
might however’ conclude that the -indications are that a greater value : 
of strain :is', siiggesied: in-- 'the ■ •|&cQ direction than in the [loo] .direction. 
fh@three'multiple orders (111), (222), (444) appear to b©"more 
reliable, and a mean value of r#a. s# strain of -0,002 is obtained* 
fills compares- with a value of 0*0023 -which Was later obtained from the 
ajaaljsis* v i :v'
fo'-obtaia :the particle1 sis®-'dimensions, the relevant Fourier : 
coefficients are plotted aghast b, the harmonic number of the 
coefficients*-and then the intercept on the a axis multiplied by the 
axial length represented by the angular interval' covered -by'succeeding 
a values, gives the mean particle dimension in' the' direction normal to 
the diffracting planes* From the graphs in figs. 7* 6"and 9 it will 
be seen ■ that the respective1 intercepts for [loo] * [llo], fill} are 
XL » 14, ft » 10,' and n = 14 respectively* : Ihe axial "lengths represented 
by th# angular intervals ;&r# respectively .115 I, 90 2 and 90 2* So that 
the particle dimensions are 1600 2 .in the f 100*3 direction, 900 2 in 
th# [llo] direction and 1300.fl in th# [ill] direction*
■ From this ’-analysis- of tbs' peak shape it is apparent that a
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large amoimi of labour 'hm to bm demoted to handling quite a. smell 
amount of basic data. : ' Moreover, it appears that partially as a 
result of; the inadequacy of the data (deficiency of multiple orders), 
and' partially tb© result of random scatter ©f observed data, a very 
detailed analysis' of this type is mot: justified. Tkm scatter of ■ the 
observed data is a coagequsaco of the relatively small amount of 
broadening- in the case of sodium ehXoride, as compared with metals for 
emmpl®, and this is accentuated by the dependence on multiple orders 
which involves coneeatration an the low angle peaks where the broadening 
in m ij ease is a minimum* '
! -for these reasons md further aspects later discussed in the 
chapter, 51 Esview of Analytical Methods**, mo farther work has been don# 
using the peak shape method*
;following©©queue©.of computation was observed.in,the ..'
, analysis of, the profiles#;/." First a smooth curve. was- ■. drawn by visual
approximation through the recorded profiles m d the background level .
, indicated by an /assumed, linear /variation between adj m m t troughs# ■:
. kkere peaks; were / so close- that. there was apparent overlapping. of the
; Mtails*1, of ,th®. reflections? the. background wm  .determined by assuming >
linear: variation between..troughs separating the mors widely spaced -,;
peaks where tli©;-true background level was. reached# h/,; .•->■ .-
Having outlined the' prof lie ' and the background one of two .
procedures were, followed# . In .the earlier work, Eachinger1© method
was, used to delineate the Idq peak and the - integrated 'intensity obtained
by counting, squares in the area below th© peak and above background#
Dividing the integrated intensity by the peak height above background
and dividing again by a factor depending on the 2 0 scale gave the /
value of the integrated breadth, .In the later work it was found that
a saving in time could be effected, where a plaaimeier ©r adding machine
was available to facilitate area measurement, by taking the integrated
area of the Ko^  peak as tw©~tMrds the total doublet'peak area as
to
recorded, and using Bsehingerfs procedure't©- merely^  obtain the KO^  
maximum peak intensity#"
■ - having ''obtained the value of the integrated breadth, the. 
calculation, of (h* and .cL* was carried out by a step by step tabulation 
procedure# . Y;K /
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Definition of Line Breadth
- As a measure of line -breadth, m© lias the choice of half peak: 
width ■ (width where the intensity is half its maidMm value), or . 
integral breadth .(integrated iatensiiy/kaxhaum intensity)* The . 
former is more easily measured In the case of annealed specimens where 
little broadening is present'and consequently the doublet is readily 
resolved ’ end background level can be clearly measured* But precise 
determination of half peak width becomes difficult in the case of 
broadened profiles and th© likelihood of error, particularly'due t© 
wrong estimation of background level, becomes greater than is th® case 
where1 integral breadtli is used*- -:
; ; IMs being the ease integral breadths have been used in all - 
calculations-''of the present study*' Xha integrated intensity being 
measured by tbs area of the resolved profile peak above the estimated 
background and tbs'maximum into being tbs height 'of'the resolved 
peak maxMum ebovs the interpolated background level at the same value 
of 2 0. "v"
"For a preliminary appreciation of -results ike integral breadths
ware plotted against; I ''(» b? * k2 V  X2}' figs,’ XX «* '17*- : IV is- at 
©nee apparent that the broadening, whilst increasing with & 9 *• is. also 
dependent on the kkl values of the' reflection.' Jhis, of course, is 
to be ©footed in any substance-which.''is hot eaapieieiy isotropic# and 
the' scatter of the individual reflections frm the smooth curve draws 
through" thaa 'em be" considered to'bo a qualitative, measure • of Its- ■ • 
degree"of' anisotropy* ' ‘' : y -
: For each ooapouad two curves are shown* " (to.®'shows the -maadmm
-. we-te '. :
integral breadths of the peaks which obtained after cold work. 
The other curve shows the:Ko(^  peak breadths after maxdmua atmealiag, • 
to'obtain maadbaum resolution of the doublets# m d which were used in 
subsequent dialysis as the instrumental broadening* -
"; A 'empiX&tim of all the-integral breadth v* I curves for the 
alkali halides which have been studied' is shown in figs* IS ** 2D, . 
Three ©ets of'curves are showat mm ecngxrlsiiig the profile breadths:, 
of the' annealed specimens, or instrumental broadening, another the 
mftTribmani bapoadening produced ill the worked specimens# and the third the 
increase in .broadening resulting freta -cold work,
flies® all show a close relationship between the amount of 
broadening* as measured by integral breadth mm the lattice ©pacings 
and lattice energy of th© compoimdsf see table 1# the‘greater broaden­
ing being associated with the smalls unit cells and'greater lattice 
energy*
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; la the, ease .of the excess broadening, .however, there. is m  
apparent' tendency .for; the. fluorine. ©expounds to form, a distinct; family 
of curves with steeper slopes which overlap onto the bromide-chlorine ■ 
Compounds* ' V :. : ; , , 'm:/' ; ■
. ; Other alkali halides, considered for., examination were , lithium. 
chloride, and. the iodides, but these were found unsuitable due to reaction 
with-:atmospheric moisture* is mentioned in.,the chapter on."treatment 
;of Specimensl?,; some-, of these, -compounds were examined using, a protective 
sell ot ape seal .over the specimen'hut: only-high angle profiles could be 
considered satisfactory owing to the doable image effect at lower .’ 
angles* ■•/■/:" .'
2?
The separation •of. instrumental: broadening' from the ...total, breadth 
for worked specimens involves an assumption, of a mathematically defined 
line shape for the.profile* ; this has little, effect on the measurement
of particle a im  bat its influence on the strain determination is . .
H&U £ W9\h<wrv$ow 
considerable. ;.-.Observations ^kav© shown that the prof lies. H e  between .
1
a Cauchy shape of the form j  « -— ^  Gaussian shape of the form 
2 2 ' *  W^st*
y » d .so that a moan rain© of these two assumptions has been
used for strain determinations* A comparison of the effect of Cauchy 
and Gaussian assumptions • is shown in figs* 21 and 22. for. three . 
representative compounds* which show respectively small* intermediate * 
and large degrees of broadening*
The values of (b% for imcorrected worked specimens and the -; 
annealed- specimens have also been plotted separately against thus 
affording m  the one, hand* an estimate of the maxisum possible strain 
and mintaiia particle size assuming no instrumental correction* and on . 
the other hand* the particle size and residual strain content of the 
instrumental broadening derived from the annealed specimens* These 
results are shown in figs* 23 to 29. It is interesting to note that 
the instrumental broadening is almost entirely the equivalent of a 
small particle size effect, potassium fluoride might, .appear. at first 
sight to be exceptional in this respect* but if greater emphasis is 
laid on multiple orders rather than overall linearity then this com­
pound also conforms to the general rule. Except for. the fluorine 
compounds this * instrumental particle s iso51 is close to 1*000 £ in all
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cases, slid whilst this figure*'/and even-its miiforraity, may not be 
significant , it nevertheless does set a limit .-.on the possible error 
in the mean: particle .size .determinations ,£rosa the •.considerations of 
excess broadening, which is. the residual broadening- after ■ subtraction 
of the instrumental broadening* ' In the case of'the fluorine compound© 
•:this: . w;inst3pumetttal : particle size*;is 500 % and this :w<mld include .
, potassium fluoride also, by taking multiple orders. • ; ■ , ■
:Xa the analysis;of sixain and particle size it would have been 
very convenient .if each compound had shown multiple orders to allow . 
determinations to be made- in. the three directions [loti], [ill”} ©&&
[in]- However, this is only .realised .in the- case; of sodium chloride 
and potassium fluoride. ■ from the profiles, of potassium ehlorid®, 
sodium fluoride and lithium fluoride only two sets of multiple orders 
could be used and only one-set for the. two bromine compounds, due to 
low intensity, of the higher orders,. ■ The results of strain determin­
ations la the directions covered by multiple orders, together with the 
mean strain determined from the slope of the p>** v. U * graphs, figs.
30 ~ .36*:. are given in table; IV,
There only seems, to be a general relationship.between the \ 
strain, derived from.the excess broadening, and the unit-cell sis©,
(
see fig, 37. This suggests that the greater strain is. associated with \
the smaller unit cell size... The reciprocal of the strain in the . ;
dccw'rer  ^ /
worked.specimen shows a:somewhat dssBr relationship to the unit cell, j
size and this is shown in figs* 33 end 39. . It is seen that the
reciprocals of the total strain and mean strain also show an approx-
im&tely linear variation .with' change in unit cell sis©*,' Tim ■■: . \
Q
. intercepts'of-, these graphs would suggest a minimum cell ..size of 3*3 4 . /
and 2.4 2. respectively* but the'significance of these:values-is; rot’ ■'
.- appreciated# • > , i ;  h : rv-/-^ i= ■ Vv.::.; -b:;v-d,
. 1;'. ! Is 'defining lattice: constants' ii; is "conveatimal bo consider ■;:■■
reference axe© parallel -to-the edges of the crystallogr&phie unit cell#
•Then :in the . case of a cubic' crystal, if a normal stress is applied
parallel to one -or more of - these- axes, ’ the strain in the same'direction
as the applied stress is S^ l "times' the stress, -and the strains in the -
transverse .directions arc equal to'S^ times the- stress* Thu© -
Foisson’s ratio is - Sio/Sii. 0/a'is the ratio of the shear strain v.
«**£»«» «£*•*&»
to the shear stress if a shearing stress is .applied parallel to one 
of the cub© planes • {loo} in a cube edge direction' [lOO],: Theso -three 
are the elastic constants sufficient to describe elastic .behaviour 
of cubic crystals. - ■-,f-> ■ ■;-;>
■ Elastic constants for some of the 'alkali halides arc available 
from Huxitiagton*© »Solid State Physics81'?ol* .7 and -Mason* s "Physical, 
Acoustics' and Properties of Solids1** and it was noted . that very large 
discrepancies exist "between, these two sources for certain constants,'
In' particular the ■ stiffness constants for potassium bromide are given 
as s^:«-19,3 and ©^ 2 -0.435: in' Itotington* whilst Has outs correspond* 
lag values are'-s^ :as 7.5 and ©12’* * ' -  " X,X«Gilm&a*.©na of the 
leading authorities'on the mechanical properties ■ of ionic crystals*. , 
quotes the values given by-Huntington*. ia a table given in "Progress : . 
in Ceramic Science15 Vol. 1 13©1* so for this reason Eimiington*s values
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have besu used .in the present is tody mod &x & reproduced in table IX* b 
from the constants- were - calculated the of lounges Modulus -r.
corresponding to the crjstaXXographlc directions' far' which; the strain
{•§') :could- he eomputed from multiple orders on the - ft* «*<i* graphs,"
JfrvvH'v Gna Sfc\<A<€e^  Ka.ve 
table XXI*: ■: - la-the- -ease- of -metals- : Jtetev&ssB; found .'that the product
of'l and:.-. § should he of the same order as twice the value of the ;
tensile .strength*' ' Th® values ©f this •|,str©sss- function’** far. those
alkali halides for which data was available,-are given in table ¥* :
; Xhe only alkali halide which shows appreciable broadening due ■-.
to-small particle s iz e in the worked- specimen' is. lithium fluoride*
Multiple; orders give a mean value of 501 £ in-the lOO' direction -
and TOO £ in* the 111'., direction, whilst a" mean particle else of
700 JE-is obtained fro-a; all reflections* ■'; Sodium bromide shows a
©
particle;else of 1,203-k in the -100 ;.direction,:but no other compound 
showed particle wise broadening which was produced by working*
Potassium bromide and .potassium- chloride- show an interesting 
particle size-effect.; -.-This, becomes evident'fresa the'negative , 
intercept" of-the /$* - d* graphs for'excess broadening,, figs* 30 and 
31,'• -7 The-. .only explanation.' would appear to be that the particle sis® 
of -the annealed specimen; is less than that of -the worked specimen, 
and a mean value: of 1,200 I is indicated, for. the annealed specimen* 
fhis effect would be comparable to that of polygonisation: encountered .- 
in metallurgy* v- - hi -
7 xri the ease of lithium fluoride, which shows considerably mare 
broadening than any of the other .alkali halides which have been .
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studied? a more detailed investigation ms carried 'cut on the manner 
i& which the broadening effects were annealed out. ' It has been found . 
(see chapter on parameter 'changes) that there was a marked change in: , 
paraaieter between a specimen as' worked at roesi temperature and after'' V 
■'annealing - at 300°Q» and it was felt that 'any change' in particle sis©' ; 
or 'straia which might be 'found to accompany this parameter'- change' 
would be- extremely significant* :\ Anneals were therefor® carried out 
at XQQ°C, 29Q°C# 3GQ°€# 370%# 4BQ°Q^ 5QQ°Q and at various temperatures 
between 600°0 and 650%  where m&xmwsi resolution was obtained. ' Hi® - 
annealing: times varied but were in'all cases in excess of that' -1" 
required 'for-'stability at any particular' temperature. Hi© effect
of annealing for 15 minutes' at 300% m  compared with 30 minutes is 
shown in fig.: 40. ! It will m  seen that the difference is already 
small and after one hour it can be assumed that complete stability : : 
has■ occurred*"
'Th& measured'broadening at a selection of these' temperatures
plotted against I (h? # k2 * X2) is shown in fig. 41. ; -' Zhes© graphs :
show that the reduction in broadening as a continuous one at progress-* 
ively higher annealing temperatures* ' Moreover a study of the • ! 
intervals9 worn temperature to 370% # m&'37G°G to 640%# shows-that 
the reduction' in broadening due to strain 'and particle sis© is' almost 
identical in- these two ranges (fig.' 42)*: The results-of a second' '
series of observations are shorn in fig, 43 and this confirms the 
similarity of the nature of the broadening above and below |70°CU' : '-'A
It "would then appear that there is no difference between the cause'
©f broadening below 370% which accompanies a parameter change -and
that above- 370 C where there is mo parameter change,
A more' detailed examination of broadening change with'annealing 
temperature does however -suggest a change in the rat© of reduction Of 
broadening in:the region of 3Q0%i' '* fig*' 44 illustrates:this fact.; 
Jim these graphs if can;also be seen that the reduction in' broadening 
below 5OQ°0 is entirely due" to strain reieaSei ' this £s also brought 
oat' in th©-" independent results plotted in 'fig,'" 4 3 * However#: fig*" "44 
also shows that whilst ■ the strain release increases in the interval 
100%  to 200%* as compared with room' temperature to 200%#• there is 
a striking decrease in the interval 200%  to 300%*': ' f his decreased, 
rat© of strain release continues in the interval 300% to 370% v 
before it increases again between 370% to 500%. Beyond 500% 
figs* 43 and 45 show fiat broadening reduction is purely a particle 
sise effect with no strain 'component* ■
Considering the reduction in broadening in conjunction \*ith Hi© 
observed parameter change#-- two'facts ' emerge*':'"' fhe first la that there 
is a release of strain' -associated with the parameter' change, just m  
there is when annealing takes place above the temperature associated 
with the parameter 'change, Hb© second fact is that this strain 
release is markedly small in the neighbourhood of Hi© temperature at 
which the parameter change ceases. - 'fhis 1ends' credence to the view 
expressed by Phillips , that- strain" in llthiom' fluoride' Is of two ." 
types I' on© which takes place at low temperatures associated with a" 
parameter -change and which is completely annealed out at 300%, and
a second.type which.does,nob coir©eice to anneal out until temperatures
of more than 300% are reached.
Williamson and Hall haw suggested that cold work reduces the 
integrated intensity of .all reflections, .this decrease feeing exactly ■: 
compensated by a rise in the,diffuse, feaekground .scatter# so that the . 
total reflected intensity is unchanged* ... However Warren has found, 
fey accurate measurements of , opwferass profiles# -.that the-.integrated 
Intensity.is not.-constant!., and he explains th®. change in Integrated 
intensity between worked, end annealed specimens as the result ©f a 
change in structure factor resulting from lattice distortion. In 
the case of lithium fluoride* it.will fee, seen from fig. 46 that for 
variable amounts .of broadening produced fey different periods of ball 
milling, th© integrated, energy of-the (422) reflection remains 
constant. This is shown in the graph fey the fact that the plotted 
points relating integral breadth to-, the. reciprocal of .peak intensity 
11© on a straight line, passing through the origin. Energy measure* 
meats , for the annealed profiles support Warren fs findings and show a 
rapid increase to 200%: followed fey a .slower increase to 400% and 
then remaining-constant to 600%.
■. Since these results were obtained .as a result of a reexamination 
of a series of-profiles obtained primarily to study strain and particle 
sis© variations during annealing* it was felt that a special series 
of mere detailed measurements of the (422) reflection might give a 
clearer idea of the intensity variation, : .These later results (fig.
47) were obtained frm a. new.supply of lithium fluoride and this
probably accounts for the discrepancy in'-the observations* However#
. the., interesting - point < observed earlier - is substantiated by these 
later,.results.-' This is that two different processes :of strain ■ ; • 
release talc© place* one below: 300% and the other .above 300%.: : i The; 
graph shows a constant energy process of broadening reduction itp .to 
200%  and above 500%  with a change in energy taking place between. 
203% mid 300%,; In the' earlier measurements the energy change ••-. 
appears to be continuous, up to 400% but; it" is significant that .this , 
temperature is approximately the -same -as.- that up to-which, a parameter 
change -was observed* and the later results confirm, precisely this . 
temperature' relationship between parameter change, and.. diffracted - 
energy change.* ■:
; 'Estimation of E rro rs  , Co- '0,^  ^
-; Istimates of the accuracy' of particle' size and strain"measure* ■
; m-ents from line broadening"vary widely,' -\--.v,^ v;.,u.,-
"; For particle sis©' measurements done®'quotes-' mm accuracy of ‘ .;
;420$# whereas. Elug and Alexander*'restricting their consideration to 
K
■: errors^ the measurement of the half peak breadth# quote a figure of 
V+2.#^ .*-Paterson# is. 1954# attempted to compare- calculated strain :
.:■ measurement® with measured deformation and he also suggests an accuracy 
:of-£20%* ;
In the present'study* . the measured integral breadths have been ;■
■ found to fee reproducible within a range of ■'•♦<$£' to ■ the greater - F 
accuracy feeing obtained with the high intensity low angle peaks* ':
In the case of deviation patterns# where. the accuracy of .. 
broadening is relevant* it -will fee noted that the possible -error is 
insufficient to conflict with' the deductions, made*"
. ; The effects of polarisation and absorption have been calculated 
for the lowest angle profiles* where the correction, is a maximum* and
■ it has been found to fee appreciably less than ©no percent! it has 
therefore been neglected* King and Alexander have shown a rel&tioxt* 
ship between profile shape and particle ©iso distribution and they 
suggest comparing the measured profile with theoretical curves 
computed for assumed particle size distributions*- However# this form 
of analysis ha® not yet been developed to cover the ease when ©train*
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and not particle size#. is the doreinent broadening factor as in the 
case of the alkali halides, for this reason :m  attempt has boon 
male to determine other than a ’mean particle slut* which .prooadnrt 
has also been adopted in all studies of line broadening in metals 
which have M m  made in the. last deeada* .
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Eelaiiv© peak positions of worked and annealed specimens- were- 
checked for evidence' of stacking faults, ' However observed shifts : 
were all 'sufficiently small and erratic to be regarded as resulting 
from unavoidable variations in .specimen'geometry until lithium :. 
fluoride was examined, '.-'.This material showed an tmxiistakable peak 
shift which was always the same sign and which increased in magnitude 
from low to high: angles* A small peak shift may be caused by a 
slightly different height of the specimen 'surface,.-but in this case 
the peak' - displacement • should. be a minimum at high angles, " •. The ' 
behaviour of lithium fluoride was thus in accordance with a parameter 
change between the annealed and worked specimens, the larger parameter 
being associated with the worked specimen. \
It has been observed that lithium fluoride exhibits a greater 
degree of broadening with cold work than most alkali halides but with 
'.extensive cold work it was found'that the integral breadth decreased 
somewhat frariis maximum. value and also there was a reverse in the 
peak shift towards higher values of 2 8 , ■ It seems reasonable to
suppose that this reverse:ia parameter change is brought about by 
the release of stress which accompanies the disintegration of the 
particles into smaller units* Th© variation of 2 § and integral 
breadth with ball milling time Is --shown' in the .table-.which follows.
Lithium Fluoride. - £22 reflection. Cu XC<x radiation.
Variation of 2% : and integral breadth with 'time worked in ball mill*
Ball milling time (min) 0 15 30 . 60 180 V
2 9 (iC^  peak) 133.80 138.78 138.75 138,85 . 138.90
Integral breadth (dag) . . 0.82 2,12 2.45.. 2,92 . 2.77
To investigate the of feet of annealing temperature on th© 
broadening and parameter relationship, specimens which had been milled 
for varying times were annealed at temperatures from 100 0 to 600 G • 
and then'cooled rapidly. It was found that the broadening decreased 
continuously with increasing temperature with no apparent discontin*** 
uities. ' Th© relationship between 2 9 and integral breadth, /3 , 
however, shows a marked change at 300°G. Below. 300°C, 2 9 increases 
uniformly with integral breadth, Indicating a decreasing parameter, 
while above 3DG°0 2 9 remains constant. ' fig. 48 ©hows the 
variation of 8 for the 422 reflection© with . annealing temperature 
for a specimen which had been worked for half an hour to produce 
maximum value ©f initial parameter, The total change in 0 between 
th© worked and finally annealed specimen is 0*15 degree, and this 
would correspond to a parameter change ©f 0,1$. Other specimens 
worked for different times show similar variation patterns, with the 
Change to a constant 2 0 occurring at 3QQ°C in every case as is shown 
in fig* 49* "
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Deviation Patterns
?
. It is readily apparent from even a cursory inspection of the 
graphs relating broadening to the order ox reflection, that each 
substance shows a charac taristie pattern of deviation from the mean 
curve through the points, which would represent isotropic broadening# v 
fhe 'deviation pattern thus gives a qualitative measure of the anisotropy 
of th© .broadening. - ■■.■■■
To see how these patterns compare between the eight substances 
studied, compilations of the deviations have been made, showing the 
deviation of /3 in figs*' 50 and 51, and of (b® in figs* 53 and 53* 
These compilations show that the broadening of the (400) profile is 
less than the mean, except in the case of lithium fluoride, and the 
(222) profile tends to show broadening greater than the mean* In 
terms of /3# v* d* analysis this implies that (400) broadening tends 
to be ■ associated with lower slops and higher intercept, that is, a 
less than average strain and smaller than average particle size in 
the . [lOO] direction. The fact that (222) profiles tend to show 
higher.than average broadening on the other hand, suggests greater 
than average strain, and higher than average particle size*
Whilst these results do not lead to any new' information on these 
materials, they are nevertheless consistent with their known mechanical 
properties. ; That is, they tend to fracture easily in the (lO O) plane, 
hence one would expect a less than average particle size in the [loo] 
direction and less than average'value of strain. The converse applies, 
to the [ill] direction,. and these properties are confirmed by the
10
beh&vicror' of th© deviation patterns' already mentioned* fh© anomalous 
pattern of .’lithium .fluoride is outstanding, and this is also consistent- 
with tha mechanical properties as indicated by the elastic constants* 
hi ■cmmon with all ".cubic metals,: except molyMeawa^ lithium fluoride 
has its maadLmum >alu© of Xoimg*s modulus', in the [ill] -’direction and - 
its minimum ' value in the [lO-C^  direction! 'whilst in contrast,, all 
other alkali lialides for which elastic constants arc available, have 
their maximum and minimum values of Xowng!s modulus in the [loo] and 
[ill] directions respectively, :
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a*. Preamble* . . . ,
. '/Whilst the deformation of. alkali halides by tall milling gives
appreciable strain broadening, 'which it has been shown can. be analysed
by conventional 'methods,- vary little particle size broadening is -
produced by this process* - A mean - size ©f 1,-033 1 seems to be as
‘small as- can be achieved*.. ; for. the • purpose of investigating tiia com-*
parative broadening effects of strain and small particle else, and .
the manner of fheir change with annealing, a smaller.particle size -.
©
than 1,000 A was desirable* .• - Since the crushing of larger particles ; 
to the .desired size did not seem possible with, available or known 
equipment,: it. seemed preferable to approach the problem by starting 
m t with a material which was manufactured in, small particle sise form* 
Oalciwm fluoride appeared to b© particularly appropriate since .in 
addition.to having the requisite small particle size it has a face 
centred cubic lattice in common with the alkali halides which have 
been studied*. la the alkali halides the atoms are located at 000#
Ml* m d: equivalent face centred positions, whilst' In the case ©f 
calcium fluoride,-' with' two halogen atoms': in' each. molecule, the 
locations.'are 000 for the calcium atom and '-III, 3/4 3/4 3/4 far the 
two-fluorine atoms. ■
;; The calcium fluoride' used was supplied by British Drug Houses 
ltd* , and was made from precipitated calcium carbonate by reaction 
with hydrofluoric acid* - the x-ray lino profiles were recorded using 
the Standard operating procedures already described* •
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■ A Cauchy profile shape was assumed* and though this gives very ■ 
slightly lower values of strain than a closer approximation to ilia 
true lias shape based ©a an average between Cauchy m d Qaussian* it • . . 
was not felt that this was significant since quantitative determinations 
of strain were not to.'be evaluated. The difference between Cauchy 
and Gaussian fb® v* d® plots.is shown In fig* 54* The ^ instrumental* 
broadening was assumed to be that, of a specimen annealed to show 
minimum broadening. To obtain this* calcium fluoride sufficient to
form a diffractometer specimen was annealed for 1 hour at temperatures . ’
o ■ © ©
of 750 Q» 900 0 and 1000 0 and then allowed to cool in air at m m  •
temperature# ■ The resolution of the and doublets indicated
that broadening due to strain and crystallite s t m  had la fact been .
virtually eliminated,' It was found that 1 hour was sufficient to
give the maximum possible resolution at 'any given temperature*"' At
the two higher temperatures a small amount of sintering was apparent '
and th® specimen had to be reerushed before it could be packed to
form a; suitable specimen! therefor© specimens annealed at 75Q°0
requiring no crushing were adopted as th© .standard ’ for Instrument • :
broadening# The remarkably strain?»fre© nature of the instrumental
broadening is shown by ..the solid dots in fig, 55% these ©how that th©
instrumental broadening includes an. amount equivalent to TOO 1 mean
particle sim  but no strain equivalent, ' The difference between th®
integral breadth of a specimen under any given condition and that from
th® annealed specimen was taken to represent th© bxqbbb broadening* ■ .
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b. Essults (Calcium Fluoride)•
' th e /3# vs plot of tho difference in broadening between 
the ’ original calcium fluoride and that annealed at 750°G ©an be 
considered to'represent the total excess broadening of the original 
material and it is shorn in fig. 55* this indicates that m  
appreciable part of the broadening in the original material is due 
to small crystallite size and that a mean crystallite size of 400 1 
would b@ required to account for the observed data,
1 The calcium fluoride was then, annealed for 1 hour in air at, 
250°Q, 40QoC and 5OO°0 in order to ascertain the manner in which vthe. 
crystallite'-sise and strain broadening were progressively eliminated 
with increasing annealing' temperature* These results are .also shorn 
’ in figs, 56 , 57 and 53. They seem to indicate that both effects 
anneal out simultaneously over the entire temperature range.
It was also observed that 2 & values of all reflections were 
- increased in the 'annealed specimen, suggesting a parameter change 
resembling that previously observed in' lithium fluoride in similar 
circumstances. ‘ la order to obtain th© parameter change w ith  greater 
precision, the position of the (620) reflection peak was measured 
after additional anneals at 50°C, 1Q9°G and 15Q°C. The results of 
1di©s© observations are shown in fig. 59* ' A decrease in parameter Is '
indicated with increasing annealing temperature to 25G°C, after which 
it remains constant* ■■■■•■■■ '
11 Th© effects of slowly cooling the specimen over a period of sik\ 
hours from annealing to room temperature' was also observed and this .
produced a value of 2 $ somewhat lower'than that from the rapidly • 
cooled specimens* ■. ‘
TLa specimen which had h e m  annealed at 75Q°Q was. then worked  
in an '.agate ball mill .for periods- 'of 1 and 2 hours and f t  *  vs d # 
graphs .plotted for the excess’broadening (figs* '6-3 .and 61)* These 
show that; the work produces 'an increase-in the slope of the graph with 
practically no changes in the intercept on the ft * axis, suggesting 
that the‘increase in' broadening' is’ the. result' of strata only*; . ’
;;fhefinal broadening produced after 2 hours hall milling is 
approximately the same 'as 'for the original specimen but a f t * vs d  # 
plot'of .'.the.'differences.'Of/'the. respective''profiles is shorn in. fig* 62* 
This shows .that''annealing and rework.’produces a'1 reduction in peak 
breadth due to change of average crystallite size of' 500 £, that is 
from an original value of 4-00 1 to a final value of 900 £, and that 
this'..reduction' in peak breadth.'is compensated by that due to' an 
’ increase in strain. '
6* 'Oaloium Fluoride Eesuitau ■ .-■ .
v, The parameter € tm m  which occurs at snnealirg temperatures ■ 
below; 250%' Is unlikely to bo associated with th# change in average 
eiystaliite size* and sine© the release of strain is continuous ■.■ 
throughout' the annealing tampsraturo range* it is reasonable to 
postulate two' types of strain as in th# case of lithium fluoride# .,- 
One typo* which is. released. at temperatures below 2$QG0, being , ■ 
accompanied by a decrease i n  parameter, and a second typo which Is 
released; «t hi^er .temperatures* with bo parameter ...ehaage# : v ;-:y.v;.
, ■■%&' th# ©as# of lithium flucrid#* fbillips has suggested .-that a 
discontinuity in the lattice parameter versus, temperature plots which , 
he observed.would be’ consistent with' the theory,that m  agglomeration 
or precipitation of. Impurities takes place up to a, certain temperature* 
which was 'in th# vicinity of -2QQ°G in th# case of lithium fluoride, . 
This Is -'substantiated by the earlier results of maohanio&X testing 
by Johnston and Gilman who originally suggested this explanation to 
account for their observations that th# critical' resolved shear stress 
in crystals of lithium fluoride which have been slowly' cooled fro® 
elevated temperatures was higher than in crystals cooled quickly to 
room temperature.
In th# case of calcium fluoride* th# precipitation of calcium 
02&d# has been observed by microscopic examination to take place after 
annealing for 1 hour in air at temperatures as low as 600°C*
It therefor# seems most probable that it is the segregation of 
calcium oxide* perhaps together with other impurities* which is
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associated with the'strain'release tip to 250°G, during th© temperature 
range where a parameter'change occurs simultaneously .with the strain 
release, whilst- tbs. strain which is released at . temperatures shove.'
- 250°G, is ■ the ■result of-some;. other form of < lattice, distortion*' ■
Whilst, duo. to th©: precipitation, of. calcium oxide during . 
annealing*""--the - reworking’- of the' annealed specimen must, induce strain,/, 
in a'different form from that in the original material* it is never­
theless interesting from th© point of view. of .profile analysis, that ' 
this procedure will yield profiles having the. same • integral breadth .
: as: originally present* :. however,' th© ,/2>* vs d # plots. indicate . 
that/ this .is due .to different causes3 . - the broadening of; the original ; 
specimen being due largely to small. crystallite size, whilst that 
from the reworked specimen being due entirely, to strain. ■ ..,
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CKUfXt Pars .3, 1 - :;
,fThe escaet s^ chanisia of g~raj colouration. is: not jet well 
understood*-.**0 o* - .Dislocations plaj m  .important. role 
as. incipient sources, of defects, in/-ctlfcalihalogonidos.. . , It.,
. is therefore not -surprising. that ID©. colourability of :, .., .= - 
:p . deformed, alkalih&Iidag -under x-yaj. irradiation, Is, increased:, - '
; ^by plastic deformation8*■= \ ■
fh© present ehudy confirmed that as a general rule a more 
intense colour was produced in a substance after cold working, . More - 
interesting effects were however noticed in the case ©f sodium chloride ■ 
and also during the later work with calcium fluoride.
A pclycrjstalllne staple of sodim chloride changes colour from 
white to yullm.ochre after irradiation with 2e»rajs. If* however, 
the sodium chloride is worked before being irradiated it assumes a 
greenish broi-m colour on ©spesur© to sc-rajs, which would appear, from 
a puralj visual eoftmlBation* to be the original yellow ochre plus a 
blue eeepoficat.
Calcium fluoride on the other hand shows considerable line 
broadening due to email crystallite eig© and strain when repaired 
and in this condition it changes frosa white to a m r j pale grey m  
being irradiated. After being annealed, however* the colouration 
becomes much more intense in this case and la a bluish gray.
m'..-'Both these examples appear to confirm the results of line, 
broadening analysis,. namely that the cold working of these .substances 
change the defect pattern,
■g A: complete list of colour changes observed with radiation is 
listed below*-* : ^ ; ' -
" Colouration of Specimens with Irradiation
Annealed Soeobiieu ■ '• Worked Eemarks
nnTiiirn»niwi>iiii»im'~nirmi _i m mwi iiTgpvoiiWmiriTrrtmii|-ri»i MMCiWj t« ijy »*i>wwu a9»tt»»s«a5w»«e»sJOj-
lithium fluoride ;: ' non© ■' pale bluish grey fades very slowly
Sodium fluoride '; vary pale violet blue-grey ■ ' fades very slowly
Potassium• fluorMe "pal© greenish- pale greenish-
brown brown
Sodium chloride V yellow ochre greenish brown fades, slowly
Sodium bromide pale violet . pal© violet fades quickly
Pot as sium chloride deep violet deep violet - .- fades quickly
Potassium bromide blue blue
Calcium fluorMe, bluish grey very pale grey fades slowly
i Tii® further investigation of this promising field of study was 
not' possible ' owing to the lack of a suitable spectrophotometer.
. ;. The choice of-which -analytical method to adopt, for the ; 
Investigation was a difficult one to make at the outset, ; So the 
two most Gesmon ones, the Fourier method of Warren and Averbach and 
the integral breadth t 2 0. method of Hall and Williamson were both . 
tried out in'the initial study of sodium chloride, .
. , The attraction of the Fourier, method Is that it makes us© of 
the profile!shape' which,/it has been shown-analytically, varies in a "
‘ different manner depending on: whether profile: broadening results f v m  
strain or particle size considerations. A further advantage, and 
on© which has resulted in the method being used by many workers, Is 
that provided suitable equipment is available, the. ordinates across 
the profile can-be punched automatically on tape which can then b© 
used with a computer to give the Fourier coefficients directly, la 
the preronfc study, however, automated scanning equipment was not 
available, so'that ordinates had to be measured and coefficients 
computed frora tipson-Beever's strips* The work involved in computing 
the coefficients for each profile was thus quite considerable,,
■ Since,/ is the ultimate > the difforesee between particle size 
and. strain broadening depends on the variation in'measured ordinates 
for the profiles, it was fait that a visual, difference in shape should 
be apparent between the two, , tSiremghout the. investigations evidence 
of this ©hap© difference was sought but without.success* . fheory\.-,_ 
shows.that it is in the tails of the profiles where this shape . ,,/^ v
difference should be most obvious, but due to increase in background
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inteasity which accompanies profile broadening and also to the 
overlapping' of -adj acent. profiles :it is precisely the tails which 
are most: difficult to . define* .
., Complete, analysis by the Fourier method also requires multiple 
orders of reflections. : Since: esctrapclation has to be carried out 
to th© isero--order three orders of reflections are. desirable* Third 
orders* however* are very: rarely present except in conjunction with 
another reflection and' in soma cases even tiro orders are not available* 
Thus the basic, data from the ordinary powder profile is .rarely 
complete-enough-for-.& satisfactory'analysis. by Fourier methods.
■..Whilst; the. Fourier method interprets the. change in.profile .y 
shape* It nevertheless makes .no use of the variation in broadening . 
with 2 § | . and since this variation, is a fundamental .one, with well 
established differences for broadening due to small particle else 
and to strain* it would .Seem, to constitute a definite weakness in 
any method of interpretation which ignores it*. . The Hall-^ illiam-son 
-method* of course* makes use only of the variation,of. integral breadth, 
with. 2 6 and ignores the profile shape. ■ . However* of the two 
Significant variables it is. integral-breadth which can. be measured 
with the greater .accuracy* and one feels* therefore* -that since a 
choice has to be made* integral-breadth rather .than profile shape is • 
to be preferred*.,-
The relative merits and limitations of , the two methods were 
emphasised in the investigation of the, broadening, of calcium fluoride* 
Starting with material showing.broadening due largely to small .
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aJid ooM wors (to: the strain) the/nature of the" '
= br©adening: v m -©hanged whilstbeeping' the Integral breadth constant. 
The nature of this change waa elesrlj apparent frcai & study of the 
©hangs ia integral breadth with 2 9 * .but nevertheless, there was no 
apparent; .-change' in profile' shape* ■' ■ la order to obviate the influence 
of the' doublet ©a the profile uh$,p&t  -E fi peaks, were obtained. :.
showing equal- integral breadtht; and these bo©' showed no recognisable 
■ change -iabhape./: . ’/-■ :7
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Conclusions
,Sie importance of tM;t#ork which forms- the subject of this . 
thesis:-Is essentially experimental. ■ Jny claim to - theoretical merit 
is based merely' on :aa ’assessment' or- 'Comparisba‘ of -existing-; methods; • 
of; analysis as-they-appear to m ' exper&aeater who wishes to'"use;that 
as tools:to. ev&lu&to-Ms'data*" • •■.:•■'.■,■
The lines -on Which1 the' work dereloped - were- dictated by tba : 
results obtained; • each step • taker, suggesting further avemaes: ■ of ' 
possible interest and s© - on, ; -Thus ’the first item-.' of paramount g - y
Cwao  t>'«£a-cteytikv<^ 'p ,Y£><sLu^ Ls_<^  b y  ivuai^crt
significance to ■ all the subsequent work, was the discovery 
materials such as alkali halides ,1a polycrystalline fora^  could be
cufaaMj $c<A by dr\e. s o jw \,^  <w K a n e - bee^vv, u^e,«A w>-'dr\.
wieV&As .
brontelng;. -yjtelogy with, metals indicates ’that the strain, is a - 
pure laities deformation effect; there is no evidence of stacking 
faults ortMinniag*-- ^ n
■. 'Compilations of. broadening curves for alkali halides show a. ■ 
clear relationship between maxbtum broadening and unit cell- si2®; - 
the mailer •unit cell being 'associated'with the greater strain,
Such a relationship, however,, 'has not been reported for metals, ■
Tk© deviation patterns ©f the broade&ed -profiles about the mean were 
also found to be characteristic of the elastic constants of the : 
substance, but only qualitative observations : of this association 
have been mad© :£a the present study, - - There appears- to be a sharp . 
deviation from metals in the comection between the strain function 
m d the tensile;strength,' on the basis ©f the only two values of
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.-'tonsil©'''strength -which; ..are available* v/* thus 'vh©r©as the- ♦stress.; 
function * in .metals is..of the order ..-of ."twice the tensile: strength#
.in the case:,of. sodim, chloride, it is of .the order of -fifty:times the 
tensile strength.-'. ; \, this, also . is; m  interesting. discovery: which merits 
■. a more-detailed;investigation.;-:.'^V. ;;
; : A more detailed study of the broadening, and the manner of its . 
reduction by annealing was: a logical continuation cf the preliminary 
; work end lithium fluoride, - showing the maadmum-: broadening among the 
alkali halides.*; was the obvious; choice for this. further study* This;, 
choice proved indeed fortunate when it was; found- that -lithium fluoride 
showed a parameter change associated .with strain, broadening* fbe 
temperature. range;. over - which- this; parameter Change ■takes place * was 
i found to coincide with -a. break in the. linear relationship between 
parameter and temperature, which had been reported, by &3re%her%ogfe^ »
.- On the basis of the .most plausible' explanation of this anomalous 
behaviour of lithium-, fluoride * namely; that two types of strain Ernst 
be present^  there was a certain amount of emprise when it was found 
that, sodium flaorid© showed no apparent parameter change, though in 
other respects,the broadening,of sodium fluoride is very similar to 
.that' of lithium fluoride*. y.-; * :; n
: ■; The choice , of calcium. fluoride, for .detailed ^ examination was 
equally fortunate, - the ■ only requirement when this material was 
chosen was that it should show initial small particle sis© broadening* 
However, as .had'been hoped,^ calcium fluoride provided the means of 
. making two specimens which showed equal integral breadths f but which
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resulted .from- differ eat causes ■ of'broaden^g.'- In addition/and 
equally jjaportant^ -. it- showed'a parameter change- as- had-, lithium;fluoride. 
In. this 'case*- however, unpublished' observations-by another worker in 
the U.S* I. > which became known, when the results were Submitted"for' 
publication/ gave- a clue to the nature of'.the strata which JLs;" 
associated with: the parameter., change. Calcium oxide had been , 
observed microscopically- after heating • calcium, fluoride at ■ temperatures 
as low as 60-0%  though the compound itself, is known to be stablest 
temperatures in excess of 100Q°C# . The cause Is thought to be; calcium 
oxide and. perhaps other Impurities* which were initially trapped in 
the calcium fluoride causing lattice distortion, and -which migrated 
to the crystallite boundaries during- the temperature range of 
parameter change. -
■The profiles, from the two specimens of calcium fluoride which 
had been broadened chiefly b y strain and particle else respectively 
were examined for differences in shapebut none were apparent* .
This comparison was clarified by choosing’-a high angle /3 peak, t© 
avoid any: confusion due to the ■ overlapping of the and. Ko^ peaks, 
but this also showed no visible difference .in profile shape.. . It 
could well be, : of. course,:-that the- significant difference was confined 
to the tails which were obscured by backgrcnmd ■ but the exercise did 
serve to emphasise the difficulties and limitations of-the .Fourier 
method. .. ; : > . : •
It will be clearly apparent that this study, of: some of the ■/. 
alkali halides has dona little more than shew that erfcensive work can
\
be ''done"In'this'field/ :JUid there1 Sm- xio reason t o  suppose -that- 
the' interesting results which’ have been obtained where mare detailed 
studies have been pursued,- will' hot? be! duplicated-' in parallel' - ’ -
investigations*' • '• Of' particular Importance is the fact-Hat x-ray- 
diffraction' can-he-used to -investigate’and'pupplsmeat- 'existing - '- •■•-■ 
data on He' physical-' properties' -of- these substances,• and' as the 
use1 of iion-metal# gains wider acceptance in many specialised fields, '- 
this knowledge must assume- greater importance* ' -
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Fli^ ical constants of Alkali Halite
Unit cell 
giiga (I)
Lattice energy ■ 
kilooala/gra. mol* 
wt.
Sp.Or.&t' 
25°0
M.F#
(°C)
litJiima fluoride ' 4*02 ' 240.1 2*5 870
Sodium fluoride / ■■. - ‘4.62 ■ ■ ■ 1 213*4/' y: 2.6 1040
potassium fluoride:■' 5.33:: ■ ' 189*7''-' ' : 2.1 ; 835
Sodium chloride 5.63 ■ ' ' ;■ 183,1" ' 2.2 SOI
Sodiuia brouM© 5.95 174*5;.../ ■ 3,2 750
Potassium chloride 6*28 165* 4 2.0 790
Potassium'bramido ■ : 6.58 ■" ‘ -159.3 ;"2*f 740
5?
T m rn ii':'■■■.
Blaatte Ce&gtaftta
• from Bmtingtoii «S©XI& State Fli^ies11 Vol*7*
(ICf^ cm^ /dyrxe) . (10*^  djaes/cra^ } ,
en  ®44 ° n  °is ®44
11T 1.14 ~0.31 1.53 : 11.12 , 4.20 6.23
EaOl 2 .©  -0.465 7.94 4. S'? 1.24 1.26
HsSr 2.37 -0.53 10,3 J.87 0.97 0.97
X Cl 2.62 -0.35 16.0 3.93 0.625 0.625
X Br : ; : 3.04"/ -4,33 19.3 3.46 .0.53 0.505
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s m s  in
(X djms/aa**)
direction [lOO] [llO*] [ i l l ]
Li? ' 'V.;, 3,3- ■ 12,3 14.2
I&C1 : . ’ 4*4 3*5 3.2
laBr 3.5 2.7 - _  . 2.5
K Cl • 3.3 1.9 1.7
K Br 3.-3 ■ 1 .3  ■ 1.4
t m m  ir,
0tra±a :Det-3rffiiiiarbioas fcposa ' # *  it, ;; ^ *  graphs
Direction [lOo]
war"
laP 
K F 
jSfaCl 
BaB r 
K Cl 
1 Br
0,0051' 
0,0031 
0,0023 '■ 
0.0022 
(0,0001) 
0.0024'
[n o ]
0# 0031 
0,0023
0.0026'
0,003?
0.0022
[llil Maan /d‘
0.0033-
0.0-026
0.0023
0.0047 
0.0037 
0.0023 
0.0024 
0.0020 
0,0023 
0,0028
0.0034 0.0033
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Stress Fanction
. -(LXreeticm
lip
SaCl
1 01
E, sc Young1 s Modulus.
(I XO^ &$nm m*^)
[loo] [no] [nx]
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,:?.7 . ; ■9*1,,,,. , 7.4
;';?*i '7.0
3.5
If ua have t m  unit cells m,®* whose positions are given fey the' 
vectors Ra, £,, tbm the intensity of the diffracted beam from theea 
two cells*.: expressed ia electron waits, will fees
' . I  «  3T * e x p * • . . ; [  ( 2 " n i / A ) ( a  *  s 0 )  (?m  -  % » ) ] . .
Where F is the structure factor, and ©ad © ©r@ unit vectors giving 
tlx© direction of tlx©'"primary ©ad diffracted beams*-
: (fh,is equation can fee compared- with the structure factor tern 
©pressed on page 10 #0r^ talliri© $tat®sl ?ol* III i
I
[(21U / A )(8 - »0)rn] )
n=l
If %  * m2®% * * m3%  ♦ & where is axi
arbitrary displacement^ thou the intensity iron the whole crystal 
td.ll be ' .
—  t I Z Tilth Cap* [ (2 T\i/A ) (s ~ %) ( %  ** %*)]
The diffraction sector can be represented fey its terminal point 
irreciprocal ©pace i.e,
, ., ( 5 ~ %)/ A ss hxbx t bgba * %^3 ■ :
where b£ ba bj are the reciprocal vectors, and Lp feg hj are continuous ■ 
variables* The intensity per crystal can then be written
I(hxh^3> s ** S I» t 21'1 thi(ai * Ei} + k2^2 ~ 4>+ *
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- for a pcyder pattern, . theitotal diffracted power la a reflection 
Is given by an integration throughout .a: sufficient vclim© in ..reciprocal 
space to include everything contributing to the reflection.
4% sin. 9
where M is the m w b m of crystals in the sample* j is th@ Ml 
multiplicity* 1 is the sample to film o r  c o m ite r distance and va is 
the-volma© 'of-themit cell*-'■>- • v-
-. .dihe relationship between diffracted power and angle 2 9 is 
o^ pi’essed by P29 h^era
J P 2 6 . d(29)    (3)
fig. a, .
. j^ pr 02dmat ion of a spherical 
surface by a tangent plane. 
involved in the integration 
©bout .00
00€
For each reflection Mel from a cubic crystal it is possible to 
adopt orthorhcanbic axes so as to male© the reflection ODt. In 
carrying out the .integration about the point 00  i in. fig* a* it is 
assumed that ■ the spreading ■ ©tit of: the point due to distortion is 
..small compered to its.distance from the origin, so that a spherical 
layer can. be approximated by a horizontal layer* ■ Then 
1 & *» b0\ / A' * ' Z eia$ / A * |hqbj * %>i>2 * % % !
. whence, ■ ..dhj «
A jbjl
She integration with respect-to dhj la equation (2) can be 
expressed in terms of d(29 ) and from equation (3) w© getF^g by 
leading but this Integration, ■
2
P2e * '■ *ajTX ffK&xba^) dhx®>2
| b^  i tan 8 JJ
Experiaentally we measure the distribution of pose?-per unit length 
of diffraction line p* (2 9 }> where
f i  'm ' ■ ■; '^2 9o
2 ti E sin 29
Xet ' :■ ft (e ).>: -
16'tr ¥a(bjl sin2 8
where in the ticiaity of each reflection E( 8 ) is a' slowly varying 
taction of 8 due to the slow variation of F2 and sin? 8 « The
observable distribution of power is than
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) JJ\  |i ©sp. * mi) '*,h2 m^Z ~"*z) * ;®3) *
. "* %)/A • ( 8 m ~* Smt) }3 V
- A
The displacement: S m can. be represented by its components
, ^ # * V i  * -^i8? * % 83
\ , i . i ■- ■ y  - ^  ' J L  •—*■
and for eeepiiting the. scalar product (s «* a0){ b m - bmt )  w® can use 
the average position ©f the diffraction vector for the 031 reflection
. ** e0)/A^ * Iby "
1 ’ 1! ■"■ ’ -i. 'v ^  ■’ -A‘ V
so (@ <-•.&q)/A *{ $^ *“■ Smt} ® "* 2^ *)
. : . It is only the ccffiponent of displacement perpendicular to the 
reflecting pianos that is involved* . To include everything belonging 
to the point 004 we carry out the integration with, respect of dhq 
and dh.2 from' to + k
?29 *= K<6 > * to T t (m i -  m l) .  g ^  {m2 ^ g | )
exp* ^ 2vil{^ *• %*)] exp* |^2Tt ihjtm^  ~ »J)]
**(6}-
The sine functions ©re m m  except for - mj. m2 555 m2 • This 
means that we should think of the-crystal in terms of columns of 
unit cells, the columns being parallel to &j and perpendicular to the 
reflecting planes GO I • The susmatlon with respect to mj and m| is 
carried oat for all pairs of cells in & given column, ©ad the summation
with' respect 'to. summation of'the contributions t ? m
each c o l u m n * g ' V.
"yXct a.a aj **.mj ;:. If . ' ' 2^ ’» Z(m^) > ; Z(m|) 
and let be the somber of . cells "with as n-th neighbour is
the same column*'’ The double sum;over sij^ j’can then be replaced by 
a single bum m & r n 9 ami the equation (6) becomes;
^28 35 ^  ^ ^ m^Jk ’ • L2 ^ il2jQ^ >exp* £2irlnhjJ
The swamation over s M  m2 .gives the- somber of columns %?%» If 
Ej is the average number of eells per column, ** H is the
total number of cells is a coherently diffracting domain* let M
in equation (5) be the number of coherently diffracting domains in 
th© powder sample and let # %  # end !n be averages over all the
domains is the sample* : Sine© ZmIl ** **3a equation (7) can be written
.in the £■ora of a Fourier series*. ..: - : I-’- ■
'1 ' t 0©
a m B 2-ni^ j * Bb sin aitnhj]- »••»•*»»*($)
.'. . ' - 00
wtoe : Ai “ J L  < ®°s 2^ l^ a >
Ba = *• -S&- sla 2n lZfl y
Th© coefficients of th© sis© terms will vanish if +vs and **v© 
values of %  ©r© equally probable for a given value of a, If they
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da not vanish. their effect is to produce a peak displacement .or 
peak asymmetry. '•'•'• .la the ©old working "-of metals/however, If we 
eacduda - the- effect of at acking faults .&n& :twins* positive and negative
coefficients, B& are often small enough to be'.negligible* . 
-these, circumstances V : .  ,
ftram.- ©qpatloa (fj the corrected shape of the peak is represented 
a cosine Fourier series' and the coefficients' ^ ' depend only;on tha., 
relative displacements'perpendicular to the reflecting planes* . By 
definition ©3^  , is the change in..length' of a column 'of original 
length m3* ■■/-■-; ,. p:.
Bet us now consider in detail the cosine coefficients • 
Represent 4i ** the product of a particle else coefficient and a 
distortion coefficient*
strains occur with nearly. equal- • probability such that the sine
P|q*s ${&} 1,1. ^ cos
* 00
(9)
where
1*3 *s 2aj (sin 6 }//\ :;
■A^ * %  ■ ' <f coe.2Tf£'2L V4* : «««~>««« \ Ai /
’ e3
la ths expres'sicn' for. Aq , I13 has feeea replaced by Its peek value,
(10)
where
A® = <(cos 2tl%)> CD
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Sine® Ba * I3 for n » 0, and * .0 for n » 0, both coefficients . 
should, he unity for a « 0,- end hence the experimentally determined 
Tallies of %  .must be adjusted to unity for; n »■; 0*
To next, problem is that of separating, the particle else and 
distortion.Coefficients*.. Suppose m  have several orders of .(001)
Such.'as-,001# 002, 003 etc* - .equation (11) it follows that
is a fmiction of the order of I and equal to unity for i  sa 0, - 
Bence .writing equation (10) in the form
■ * a  %  il) * I *  *  ia  j t |  (i)
if, for a fixed Talus of n ,  m  plot In %  (i) against some function 
of t  g the intercept at £  ^  0 glues directly la if ^ Although 
this result is quit© independent: of the function of I  which is used, 
nevertheless to determine an intercept by extrapolation to £ * 0, it. 
is necessary that the graph-be a straight line in the vicinity of-.,. .
£  - 25 0* ,:■: For mall values of £ mid also for email values of n m  
that %' is small, 2r\ t  ^  is small enough for <(©os 2ft 8 }  to be
eapanded, • Hence for small i  and n, we can write
la ig (?) B ltt(l ~ 2iT2 e2 Z2 * - 2lt2 ?2 < ^ >   (12)
la  An (?) *  X15 *  2 it2 €2  < 2^  >   . . , . . ( 1 3 )
Equation (13) states that in order- to obtain a straight line in the 
important £ region where the extrapolation to £ » 0 is- to be. made, 
it is essential to plot In ( i ) against. £ fhan since is
the change in length of a column of length a3.11 , an average component 
of strain in the direction of the column is given by £ a » (%)/n*
'"■ fo r cubic crystals with isotropic particle arid strains' ;
It 'is convenient to ©stress: the' strain coefficiants as: follows *•■
(?) = <C03 2nejlo) » <603 ( 211 h° A  *>, ) >
,. . a r
2 ’ 2 2 2 
where &■' ■/♦'. k * 4 ,  1 v. L « a^* -Z^"* & j / i  ^ d *  *
I t  Is  a ls o  c o n v e n ie n t t o  re p la c e  t M  in d e x  n b y  th e  co rres p o n d in g
length J». ss na^ * For small values of h0 and L , equation (13) becomes
to  %  (ho) »  la  A f - 2 i t % |  <  ( A L }2 > /  a2  .........., (U >
Eben equation (14) - is used in the form of a plot of 2h %(h©) against 
fe* , til© intercept at hm 0 gives the particle size coefficient 9
and the 'initial, slope gives 2ft ^ ( At}^) / « 2ft ^ f  9
from which a mean square strain^ £ £ ^  is obtained. This mean square 
©train is a component normal to the reflecting planes, averaged over 
the length h, squared,. and averaged over' all regions in - the sample*
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Hell & Willism m  Method of
Tm Scberrer'' formula relating broadening to mem particle 
dl&eusioa'Is
■P t ©os §
where /3p is th® broadening due to email particle sisie, t is the mean 
particle dimension and 1C Is a constant which varies with -the particle 
shape bub %m cloa® to unity* (Sae noVe ^  °'l Apjp«*uiv* ) ,
Whan the broadening is dim only to lattice strata, Stokes and 
Wilson (1944) liafa shewn that the relationship between the integral 
. breadth fi> g .and the integral breadth os the strain distribution, , 
nay be-written ■■-
/3 g ss Z £  ta n  ©
a t
fbis relationship ban also' be obtained by differentiation few® the
Bragg Lew*
■ '‘.'trying to relate £, to familiar physical properties, fenlth 
and Stiekisy working with d «*brass suggested that %> f z  should-hssre
the order of magnitude of tensile strength dirtied by Xoung*s Modulus 
' and they found' good: agreement with their observed data on this point* 
0t&astaiMfee8frJM«3siiaq«i^^ rd-ste,hsldag:f£ife-^ hgr
. 'Studies of profile shapes hare shown that they lie between 
Cauchy curves (y <e 1/$. ♦ axj) and Gaussian curves (y t «  ) so
. that if ( I represents the' total broadening due to both particle sis©
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and strain, a Cauchy assumption g±wm th© relationship (b *» * /3g
• ' 2 2 ■1 ' 2
whilst a Gaussian form gives ft & /3p * /3^  • If the simple?
Cauchy form; 1b. . assumed .the error; which is;. introduced is. la' ■ the "• magnitude
of .the: strain function § , which is too low* fh© particle sis©
• detenaiimtioa is unaltered sad qtmlitativs eompariscass of ©train
remain, valid. ■ is has been pointed out by Warren in Progress in
MsiaX Physics fol. 8, the Cauchy typo of distribution ignores th©
tails' of . the profiles which are of vital concern in the line shape
type'"of analysis femsed on Fourier series. However, it is 3n the
tails that the e^ orimental data is most weak due to overlapping of
adjacent peaks and the' assmptlon of a Cauchy shape item hm  some
merit m  m  appreciation*. On© of th© major points in favour of
the Hall and Williamson method of analysis as against th© Fourier
method, of Warren is th© fact that beside being m  dependant on “tail1
determination which is difficult, th© latter: method makes no use- of
a. very definite and easily determined feature of diffraction profiles.
this Is. the variation of profils breadth with 29 . This variation
Is the feature o f x-ray profiles. which is most obviously, related to
different forms.of broadening and should tlierefor© definitely not be ■
Ignored in any.method o f  analysis. ..
. j&sumlng a Cauchy profile shape '
f$ » /Jp *  ft b
«  ^ <• ? g -tanB
b cos 9 :
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■■■eop..-.: . fb ^
X
which an terms of 'reciprocal space may he written
/3# ss «|* + § ..
$ ' ■’ : <* 
fhiis plotting, f t against ^ gives an intercept of «* and a slope
equal to § *
iote I
Stokes and Wilson Cl9%2) ham shorn that if & ** 19 t in the
f  f  ■ «r#Scherrer formula should be replaced by ) iskl * which they define 
as the ’volume average thickness1* fewever this concept proved 
difficult to evaluate and subsequent to th# .Ball and 
paper in 1953 the approximation of t to ht the m®& linear particle 
dimension ha© been fairly universally accepted*
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Bachl&ger?s Method for th© Separation of the K&jtig Doublet
■ This - is tli# method 'which has been' used for jthe;isolation' of ■ 
the peak in the present ©indy.
■It depends oa the assumption of a 2 % 1 ratio'of th® maximum 
peak intensities'of the d% # peaks ‘ and it requires a knowledge of 
the 2 § separation of the two peaks. This can either be measured 
trm m  annealed specimen where the doublet reparation is well defined 
or it em be" calculated from the'formula*
/ t i t  : &§ & siiT^( A ^2/ M u S  **' s ia ^ f  A V  •
If d is th© doublet ©aparatioa the first step is to divide the 
profile into strips by ordinates whose separation is d, starting-'at 
the' termination of the I&x.peak# marked by position fa* in-the 
diagram*; from a to a «* d 'the ',:1 A x peak is - the saia© aa the eombised 
trace* ' By halving the' ordinates- between a'and a ~ d and translating 
them through a''distance d in 'the '*2 '© ' direction the '• d g curve is ■ 
obtained for the a * d and a ** 2d. : The o( ^ enrr# in-this range is 
then obtained by subtraction -of the 'Ctg'curve' from tha eomposit#
0  ^x 2 The procedure is than'repeated,- the ' d g ©urve /
in the rang# a M  to a «* 3d being obtained by halting tha d g 
ordinates from a •* d to a * 2d and displacing this reduced curve by 
a distance -d» The proeess is repeated if necessary until the curve 
is'completely'resoXved*'''
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Rachinger’s Method for the separation of the Ko^  ,**? oublet.
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Pig. 8
Sodium Chloride
An(h0) v. n (220) - (bkO) reflections
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Fig. 11
Potassium Bromide
Measured integral breadth, fi versus N (h\ k %  1 )
Circles 
Solid dots
Worked specimen 
Annealed specimen
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Fig. 12 .
• Potassium Chloride
Integral breadth v. N (= h24k2-*l2)
Circles 
Solid dots
Worked specimen - 
Annealed specimen
(rad.)
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Fig. 13 
Sodium Bromide
Integral breadth v. N ( * h 1 k 1 1 )
Circles 
Solid dots
Worked specimen 
Annealed specimen
(rad.)
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Sodium Chloride
Measured integral breadth* /3 versus N = (h f k + 1 )
Circles —  Worked specimen r
Solid dots —  Annealed specimen /
/
Dotted line indicates 
theoretical broadening 
computed for 1000 A 
particle size.
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Potassium Fluoride
Integral breadth v. N (= h ■* k 1 )(rad.)
Worked specimen 
.Annealed specimen
Circles 
Solid dots
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Fig. 16
Sodium Fluoride
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Measured integral breadth
Circles 
Solid dots
Worked spec omen 
Annealed specimen
(rad.)
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Fig. 17 '
Lithium Fluoride
Integral breadth v. h ( , 2 , 2 2  \ h +k 41 )
(rad. )
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Fig, 18
Alkali Halides
Integral breadth v. N = ( h^ -t 1^) 
Annealed specimens
(rad.)
LiF
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NaF
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i(rad) .Alkali Halides
Integral breadth v. N = (hx+ kZ+ if ) 
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Fig, 20
.Alkali Halides
Excess broadening (worked - annealed) v. H
(rad)
LiF
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Fig. 21
Sodium Chloride —  Sodium Fluoride —  Potassiuia Bromide
*
fb> y , ok for excess broadening assuming Cauchy profile shape,
Solid dots 
Circles ' 
Triangles
Sodium, chloride 
Sodium fluoride 
Potassium bromide
O-.COk
_ 0.003
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__ 0.001
O.h 0 ,6 0.80.2 I’.O
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Fig. 22
Sodium Chloride —  So drum Fluoride —  Potassium Bromide 
* *
f l v . d f o r excess broadening assuming Gaussian profile shape/
Solid dots 
Cir cle s 
Triangles
Sodium chloride 
Sodium fluoride 
-- Potassium bromide
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Pig. 23
Potass item Bromide 
# %
p  v. cL for total broadening.
Circles —  Worked specimen. 
Solid dots —  Annealed specimen.
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Fig. 2k
Potassium Chloride 
&
fh> v* ci Por total broadening.
Circles —  Worked specimen.
Solid dots —  Annealed specimen.
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Fig. 29
Sodium Bromide 
* *
/5 v. d for total broadening.
Circles —  Worked specimen.'
Solid dots —  Annealed specimen.
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Sodium Oh],oride 
* *
fi> v. d for.total broadening.
Circles —  Worked specimen. 
Solid dots —  Annealed specimen.
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Potassium Fluoride
y3 v. cL for total broadening.
Forked specimen 
Annealed specimen
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Fig. 28
Sodium Flu.Grid;
/6v~„ d  for total broadening
Worked specimen 
Annealed soecimen
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Lithium ELuoride 
* ' %
jlv* d for total broadening.
Circles —  Worked specimen 
Solid dots —  Annealed specimen
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Fig. 30
Potassium Bromide 
# *
v. d for excess broadening.
'Solid dots —  Assuming Cauchy profile shape. 
Circles —  M Gaussian n u
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Potassium Chloride 
* *
/i v. d  for excess broadening.
(forked - Annealed at I'OO c)
Circles , —  Assuming Gaussian profile shape. 
Solid dots —  " Cauchy • ?* n
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bodrum Juroraicic
v. d. for excess broadening
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Sodium Chloride 
' * *
p v. i for excess broadening.
Solid dots —  Assuming Cauchy profile shape 
Circles —  n Gaussian If tr
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Fig. 3h
Potassium, fluoride
/3 v. d for excess broadening.
—  Assuming Gaussian profile shape.
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Sodium Sluoride 
& *
p> v. d  ibr excess broadening.
Solid dots —  Assuming Cauchy profile shape, 
Circles —  " Gaussian n •
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Fig. 36
Lithium Fluoride 
% 4=
/3 v, d  for excess broadening.
(■forked - Annealed at 700°c)
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Fig. 37
Alkali Halides
Mean str-ain v Unit cell size.
fiid, ( for excess broadening
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Alkali Halides
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Alkali Halides
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Fig. hO
Lithium Ilroride
Effect of annealing at 300°C on excess broadening.
Ihe differences in broadening between pairs of 
specimens are plotted as follows:
O As worked - Annealed at 620°C
° Annealed lp mill, at 300°C - Annealed at 620°C
A Annealed 30 min. at 300°C - Annealed at 620° C
■ ] 
ilk !
Fig. la
Lithium. ELuoride
t i N trad, j
0*03
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Redaction in broadening of worked specimen produced 
by annealing for Ip minutes at the temperature shown.
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£00° C
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Fig. 1l2
Lithium fluoride
*
_0,007
Reduction of broadening by annealing.
Results computd from the differences in broadening 
between pairs of specimens are plotted as follows:
Solid dots —  As worked - Annealed at 370°C 
Circles —  Annealed at 370°C - Annealed at 61|0°C
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Fig. h3
Lithium. Fluoride
Reduction of broadening by annealing.
The difference in broadening between pairs of 
specimens are plotted as follows: 
x Worked - Annealed at 6110 C
Worked - Annealed at 5>00°C 
Worked - Annealed at 370°C 
Annealed at 5>00°C - Annealed at 61i.0oC 
Annealed at 370°C - Annealed at 61i.0oC
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Fig. J4I1.
Lithium • Fluoride
A
Reduction in broadening produced by annealing at 
progressively higher temperatures.
Results computed from the differences in broadening 
between pairs of specimens are plotted as follows:
9 —  As worked - Annealed at 100°C
o —  Annealed at 100®C - Annealed at 200°C
a  —  Annealed at 200°C - Annealed at 300°C
* —  Annealed at 300°C - Annealed at 370°C
■Annealed at 370 G - Annealed at 500°C
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Lithium fluoride
/S
*
Reduction of broadening by annealing.
Results computed from the differences in broadening 
between pairs of specimens are plotted as follows:
Circles 
Crosses 
Solid dots - 
Triangles ■ -
- Specimen ,A1 as worked - Annealed at o20°C
- Specimen *Bf as worked - Annealed at 620°C 
~ Annealed at li.OO°C - Annealed at 620°C
- Annealed at 500°C - Annealed at 620°C
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Lithium Fluoride
f t
0o06
Change in broadening and 2 with annealing 
temperature for three specimens broadened to 
different amounts by working.
Solid dots - 
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Calcium fluoride
/3 v. dL for excess broadening.
(As manufactured - Annealed at 7>0 C)
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—  Assuming Gaussian profile shape 
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fi v.d plots of the change in broadening produced 
by annealing precipitated calcium fluoride at 
2p0°C (triangles), Ii.00oC (solid dots), 5>00°C (crosses) 
and 750°C (circles)*
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Calcium fluoride
Variation of 20 with annealing temperature 
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f i v»d plot of the excess broadening of calcium 
fluoride rexorked for 2 hours after anneal compared 
with the original precipitated specimen.
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X-ray Line Broadening in the Alkali 
Halides
D u r i n g  the past few years m any investigations 
have been made of the effects of cold work on the 
X -ray line profiles of polycrystalline metals. Analysis 
of the profile broadening has been used to determine 
particle size, stacking fault probability and 'strain 
relationships. Using these same analytical methods, 
work is now in progress here on the investigation  
of broadening produced by cold work on face-centred 
cubic compounds of the alkali halides. This communi­
cation covers three of the compounds which have 
been investigated, namely, sodium chloride, p ot­
assium bromide and sodium fluoride.
Initially, the method of cold work was that which 
had been used in the examination of metal— the filing 
of block specimens. However, since the broadening 
produced in the alkali halides is relatively small, and 
it  was therefore desirable to produce the maximum  
effect, it was found that crushing the specimens 
in an agate ball mill produced the better results. 
Similarly, annealing conditions have been, varied to 
achieve maximum resolution in each compound 
studied, optimum conditions being related to melt- - 
ing point on one hand and solubility in water at 
room temperature on the other. Thus the broadening 
of a potassium bromide specimen decreases rapidly 
at room temperature under normal atmospheric 
moisture conditions and maximum resolution was 
achieved under these conditions after seven days. 
Sodium fluoride and sodium chloride, on the other 
hand, showed very slight effects at room temperature, 
and heating to 500° C for 1 h in the case of sodium  
chloride and 47 h for sodium fluoride was used to 
produce the annealed specimen. Even under these 
conditions it was not possible to resolve the sodium  
chloride and sodium fluoride lines to the extent that 
was achieved with potassium bromide.
Rachinger’s method was used to resolve the a band 
a2 doublet and the integral breadths were obtained 
graphically. Graphs showing the values o f integrated  
breadths versus N  = (h2 +  Jc2 +  I2) are shown in 
Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Also shown in the graphs is the 
integral breadth computed from the Scherrer formula 
assuming a particle size of 1,000 A.
The correction for instrument broadening was 
carried out by subtracting the broadening of the
annealed specimen from that of the worked specimen, 
assuming, in turn, Cauchy and Gaussian shapes for 
the line profiles. As a result of particle size changes 
during annealing, the correction of instrumental 
broadening introduced anomalous particle size effects 
which were eliminated before proceeding to the strain 
determinations. The annealed profiles of sodium  
fluoride and sodium chloride also appear to have 
some residual strain broadening so that the strain 
function which was determined later relates to the 
excess broadening produced by cold work and not to 
the total strain. I t  has been found by previous 
workers that the actual line profiles lie between the 
Cauchy and Gaussian approximations, so the final 
values of strain measurements were obtained by  
taking the average values from these two extremes.
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Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Graphs of measured integral breadth, p versus 
IV =  (h2+  k 2 +  I 2), for sodium chloride, potassium bromide and 
sodium fluoride. Circles are for worked specimen and solid 
dots for annealed specimen. Broadening for particle size of
1,000 A  computed from p = ' ,  — shown as broken line
t cos 0
The strain function H, ^ =  -g cot 0 J was determined
for the various orders of (100), (110), (111) reflexions 
and then averaged; this is compared with a mean 
value of the strain assuming isotropic strain 
distribution from the slope of the graph of
( ; P cos 7t ( 2 sin 0\P V= —A-/ versus ® V.= — x—~)
where (3 * =  <;d* - -f ^  and t is the average particle
dimension, but in this case is not significant as 
explained here. The results -of these strain determ­
inations are shown in Table 1.
The particle-size dimensions could not be de­
termined since the broadening due to particle size
T a b le  1. St r a in  F u n c t io n  £  =  /S/2 cot  0
Direction [100] [110] [111] Slope of 
P* - d * graph
Sodium chloride 0-0022 0-0025 0-0025 0-0024
Potassium bromide 0-0024 0-0027 0-0030 0-0027
Sodium fluoride 0-0034 0-0037 0-0038 0-0037
Stress function = £ x Young ’s modulus ( x 10-a dynes cm-2)
Direction [100] [110] [111]
Sodium chloride 9-0-9-4 8-6 7-9-8-0
Potassium bromide 5-9-7-7 4-4-S-4 4-2-10-0
could not be separated from instrumental broadening, 
both of which influence the value of the intercept in  
the graph of (3* versus d*.
In  the case of sodium chloride an analysis o f the 
profile shapes by a study of the'Fourier coefficients 
of the broadening function, as outlined by Warren 
and Averbach, was carried out. The plots of An 
versus n confirm an appreciable strain broadening- 
component in the worked specimen and a residual 
effect in the annealed specimen. Plots of the 
coefficients for multiple orders indicate a mean 
particle dimension of approximately 1000 A, and 
, absence of any peak shift precludes any apparent 
particle size effect resulting from stacking faults.
In  order to obtain some idea of stress distribution 
in the crystals, the value of the strain function was 
multiplied by the respective values' of Young’s 
modulus for sodium chloride and potassium bromide. 
This could not be done in the case of sodium fluoride 
since the elastic constants for this compound were 
not available. I t  will be seen that the stress function 
for sodium chloride is reasonably constant for the 
three directions [100], [110] and [111]. In  the case 
of potassium bromide the elastic constants quoted 
in the literature show a wide range of values; how­
ever, the spread of stress values obtained also sug­
gests a constant stress in the three directions of about 
the same order of magnitude as for sodium chloride.
, Since three elastic constants are involved in the 
compilation of Young’s modulus, the assumption of 
a constant value of stress in the three directions 
would enable one to compute the value of the elastic 
constants.
D .  L e w i s
Crystallography Section, A —  ^>EARSO:c^r 
Battersea College of Technology,
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PARAMETER CHANGES WITH COLD WORK IN LITHIUM FLUORIDE
D. Lewis and H. Pearson 
C ry s ta llo g ra p h y  S e c tio n , B a tte r s e a  C o lleg e  of T ech n o lo g y  
L on d o n , S. W. I I . ,  E ng land  
( R e c e iv e d  3 D ecem ber 1962)
In a recent letter, Phillips1 has drawn attention 
to the effects of heat treatment on the lattice param­
eter of lithium fluoride. His observations have 
shown that, after annealing at 500°C, rapid cooling 
to temperatures below 300°C results in a higher 
value of lattice parameter than is the case when 
the specimens are cooled slowly. He ascribes this
INDEXING C A T E G O R IE S 
A. a lk a l i  h a lid e s  C . s p e c tro s c o p y
A. L iF  E
B. p e a k  b ro ad en in g _________ ____________________
B. la t t ic e  p a ram e te r   .
B. c o ld -w o rk in g  e f fe c ts________________________
r
effecC to agglomeration o f  precipitation of impuri­
ties by the slowly cooled specimen in the tempera­
ture range 150°-250°C, which permits a faster rate 
of decrease of yield stress than in the case of the 
specimen cooled rapidly. In both specimens, how­
ever, there is a pronounced discontinuity at 300°C 
in the temperature vs lattice parameter relationship. 
During recent studies of line broadening in the al­
kali halides,2 a similar discontinuity was noticed, 
after annealing lithium fluoride at 300° C, in the 
variation of the lattice parameter and peak breadth 
with annealing temperature.
It has been observed that lithium fluoride ex­
hibits a greater degree of broadening on cold work 
than most alkali halides, but the broadening is also 
associated with a peak shift which is initially to­
wards a lower value of 2 6 for all reflections, in­
dicating a larger parameter value in the worked 
specimen. After the specimen was worked half an
59
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T a b l e  I Li thium f luor ide .  4 2 2  r e f l e c t i o n .  Cu K CL radiat ion .  Variat ion of  2 6 
and integral  breadth with t ime worked in bal l  mi l l .
B a ll-m illin g  tim e (m in) 0 15 30 60 180
20 (K a ,  p eak ) 138.80 138.78 138.75 138.85 138.90
In te g ra l b read th  (d eg ) 0 ,82 2.12 2.45 2 .9 2 2.77
hour in a ball mill, however, further broadening was 
accompanied by a reverse in the peak shift towards 
higher values of 2 6. It seems reasonable to sup­
pose that this reverse in parameter change is brought 
about by the release of stress which accompanies 
the disintegration of *the particles into smaller 
units. The variation of 2 6 with ball-milling time 
is shown in Table I.
To investigate the effect of annealing tempera­
ture on the broadening and parameter relationship, 
specimens which had been milled for varying times 
were annealed at temperatures from 100°C to 600°C 
and then cooled rapidly. It was found that the 
broadening decreased continuously with increasing 
temperature with no apparent discontinuities. The 
relationship between 2 6 and integral breadth, /3, 
however, shows a marked change at 300°C. Below 
300°C, 2 6 increases uniformly with integral breadth, 
indicating a decreasing parameter, while above 
300°C 2 6 remains constant. Figure 1 shows the - 
variation of 2 6 with integral breadth for a specimen 
which had been worked for half an hour to produce 
maximum value of initial parameter. The total 
change in 2 6 between the worked and finally an­
nealed specimen is 0.3 deg, and this would corre­
spond to a parameter change of 0.1%. Other 
specimens worked for different times show similar 
variation patterns, with the change to a constant 
2 6 occuring at 300°C in  every case.
20
(degrees)
159-1
500'c 300‘C1390
158? 10'C
1588
20‘C
158-7
0 •0 5-0
F ig .  1. Li thium f l uor ide .  4 2 2  r e f l e c t i o n .  Cu K' a ra­
d i a t i o n .  Var i at i on  of  2 0, for K CL, p ea k,  and integral  
breadth,  jS, wi th  a nn e a l in g  temper ature .
Phillips has drawn attention to two different de­
formation processes operating in lithium fluoride, 
and the results of this present investigation seem 
to substantiate his observations. It should also be 
noted, however,/ that particle-size changes during 
annealing must play a part in the reduction of line 
breadth, and this might well be the dominant factor 
at temperatures above 300°C where no parameter 
change is apparent.
K. P h i l l ip s ,  J r . ,  / .  Ap pl .  P h ys .  32 ,  751 (1961). 
^D . L ew is  and  H . P e a r s o n ,  N ature  196,  162 (1962).
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